Two of 147 professors at UNH are wo~ k
By Kathy Smith
Although women have come a
long way in ~stablishing theil'
equality, they have only been
taking "baby steps", according
to Anita Durel, director of the
UNH Commission~on the Status
of Women.
The ann-ual UNH Commission's report to the President
which was completed in late
August reveals inequities between men and women as far as
University faculty, staff and
Professional/administrative/Technological (PAT) people are
·concerned.

''These inequities in salaries, only two are held by women.
number ol women employed The sal~ry for these women is
and opportunities open_ to about $19 ,150 whereas the
women must be challenged and average salary of their 145 male
the U,niversity must make a colle~gues is $22,321.
-conscious effort to hire more
"We need to do more studies
women and to provide oppor- to find out whether this "inequity_
tunities for the operating staff to in salary is a direct result of
advance to administrative p.osi- seniority, productivity or work
tions," said Carol Evans, assis- load," said Evans.
tant director of financi.al aids
and chairwoman of the Com"One of the biggest problems
mission.
to female advancement is attiThe report shows that out of tudes", said Durel. "Traditional502 faculty positions only 51 ly, men have held the jobs in
positions are held by women. · higher education institutions. It
Out of 14 7 full professorships wasn't until the late '60s that

anti-discrimination laws were
passed. ,,
''Therefore, it has been difficult for women to see themsclves in these jobs where they
have had no models to follow.
Men's attitudes have been subtle
·barriers which halt women's
progress,"she added.
A sfudy by Elizabeth Tidball
indicated that graduates of
women's colleges are more taan
twice as likely to be cited for
career advancement than women
graduates of coeducational col'
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The weather
Friday- Chance of rain- 60's
Friday night- Rainy- 50's
Saturday- Mostly clear- 60's
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Political pressures finish
24-hour visitation proposal
By Diane Breda
tions, 'Will student input be
Richard Stevens, vice provost sacrificed for politically expefor student affairs, ·withdrew his dient reasons?'
recommendation supporting
"It is the students responsibil24-hour visitation last spring ity to educate the Board _pf
"because of "expressions of opin- Trustees and the state of _our
ion from many people."
· values," continued Millen. "We
This fall, UNH President must attempt to modernize uniEugene Mills notified UNH Stu- versity policy to- comply with
dent Government he wants the the current behavior values and
beliefs of the students."
issue "buried".

"Pardon me, but I'm late tor biometrics," this little fella seems 1.u
be saying as he cuts in front of two startled-looking students earlier
this week. (:E4 Acker photo)

"I feel this entire fracas concerning the visitation policy h.a:s
created an unhealthy attitude·
between students and administration," said Robert Millen,
chai•man of the Dining and
Residence Advisory Committee
(DRAC).
Millen said, "Two new issues
have come out of this matter.
One asks, 'How legitimate is
student input on an administrative decision?' The oth~r ques-

Former student trustee
refuses to relinquish post
By Niles Clevesv

but I'm ready and willing to emThe September 10 issue of
bark on legal course if it comes
The New Hampshire reported
to that."
that UNH senior Frank Carter
Carter's stand is based on a
III had been replaced by Keene
statute in the University Policy
State junior Deborah Childs as
Manual which defines the term
the student member of the
of office ol- the -Trustees.
-Board of Trustees for the UNH
Carter's position is that by the
System. '
bylaws of the Board, which are
Carter does not agree with
determined by the state statutes,
that decision, claiming that he he is to serve as long as he relegally is still a trustee.
m~ins a student.
At the moment, there is no
Carter says that he first heard
telling exactly who is and who of his replacement while listenisn>t the Student Trustee buf ing to a radio news broadcast.
Carter says that he plans to have When he heard it ' he said he,
the whole situation resolved by "was tak~n completely by surthe September 22 meeting of the prise" and "was rather
Board.
shocked."
With respect to his dilemma
Carter called the State House
Carter states, "I've not the next day and spoke to one
precluded the possibility of legal of Thomson's aides. According
action." He . continues, "I am . to Carter, the aide said that a
hoping to avoid any legal action, · trustee had told the Governor's

DRAC, a ten member sfudent
board, originally proposed the
experimental program. Six
dorms were notified they were
chosen for the experimental
24-hour visitation .and they were
planning to implement the program this fall.
DRAC outlined the guidelines

VISITATION, page 12

'C' is now needed
on pass/fail credit
By Marion Gordon
All students. now enrolled in
the University wishing to take a
course pass/fail must receive a
grade of at least 2.0 to pass and
receive credit. Changes in the
number of pass/fails allowed among the various groups.will apply only to incoming students.
According to Vice Provost of
Academic Affairs Richard Ellis
any change in grading procedure
• affects all students regardless of
class year. He cited the recent
addition of the plus/minus

system at UNH as an example.
The University Senate voted
56 to 2 last April 12 to amen.ii
existing pass /fail r_ules. According to Student Body President
David Farnham, ''There was
only one way to keep the pass/
fail option from being abolished
altogether and that was to raise
the minimum grade
requirement."
Farnham said there was . a
~jority of the faeulty in favor

PASS/FAIL, tJage 6
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Taxes--the big issue
office that he was no longer enrolled in school. Having heard
that rumor, Governor Thomson's office made a quick decision and nominated Deborah
Child's at tne end of August. On
~ptember 2 she was confirmed
by Thomson.

CARTER, page 5

By Steven Morrison
Opinions concerning the
state's tax base,.. positions on the
political fence, party membership and personalities will be
the deciding factors in the New
Hampshire gubernatorial campaign between Gov. Meldrim
Thomson and Democratic challenger . Harry Spanos.
Both candidates had little
trouble winning their respective
primaries Tuesday. Ail official in

the Secretary of States office reported yeaterday final tallies will
not be available until late this afternoon. According to Manchester Union Leader tabulations,
Thomson trounced his major
challenger, Gerard Zeiller,
52,969 votes to 26,615. The total reportedly gave Thomson 65
per cent of the vote.
Spanos had two mt,ljor chal·

PRIMARIES, page 10

inside·
Seabrook

Parsonage

While all the protesting
is going on c9ncerni_ng
the Seabrook nuclear
power plant, consh'!J.ction is rapidly progressing.

Parsonage Gallery is
well worth looking for,
and Indian art is what's
up for this month. See
page 16.
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BU vs. UNH
This was Bill Bowes
after New Hampshire
had· clinched the Yankee Conference Beanpot last November. For
a look at who might . . .
win it this year, and a
preview of UNH's conference opener, see
stories on page 20.
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..-News Briefs......._ WSBE · dean will resign in
Kari-Vans full
May after 10 years' service
Bids were opened Monday afternoon for the acquisition of '

seve~ new buses for the Kari-Van system.

According to acting Kari-Van Supervisor Robert Provencher,
passengers have been very understanding. "We have' had very few
complaints. People seem to be putting up with the
inconvenience." Provencher also said that everything was working
on schedule for a better second semester.
"It has all been very conJusing so far," Provencher said. "You
know, the route changes and all. Things will start moving better
next week." ·
Students- have not been the on~y ones effected by the route
changes. Kari~ Van drivers have had to learn the new routes and
handle larger crowds of passengers.
"The drivers are anxious to get the new equipment and regular
schedule," said Provencher. He said it would come in January.
Provencher said it is ltoo early in the year to determine whether
there is a greater number of passengers using the system or if the
people are just m()re consolidated now. "But in any case,"
Provencher said, "it's more than we can handle."

New DCE courses
The University of New Hampshire Division of Continuing Education (DCE) is currently processing registration for noncredit
courses and one-da:Y' workshops. Among the many courses available are: Hatha Yoga, Nature Photography, Dog Obedience, Hors
D'Oeuvres workshop; a Family History workshop, and a Lampshade workshop. This is just a sample of the many offerings this
September and October. A new term wil be starting in November.
Anyone interested in registering for courses or obtaining more
information can go to tl~e DCE main office on 6 Garrison Ave,,
directly across from Stoke, or call 862-2015.

Minim~

'

wage up

Those of you fortunate enough to have a job will be interested
to know that Corigress is considering a bill to raise the minimum ·
wage from $2.20 an hour to $3.00 an hour:.. There is already a .
minimum wage increase for ~mpolyees of higher education insti- ·
tutions planned. On Jan. 1, 1977, it rises 10 cents an hour from .
$2.20 to $2.30.

Playboy survey
''The three out of four coeds who get it on, get it on with a
veng_eance," reports Playboy magazine. The 1976 Playboy
Student Survey reveals that college women are more active
sexually while the percentage of male virgins on campus is rising.
According to Playboy, "Forty nine per cent of female students
graduated with more than their brains intact in 1970, but by
1976, this figure had dropped to 26 per cent." In the same period
male virginity shot u·p from 18 to 26 per cent.
Whats a matta guys? Could this be an indication of a dying
tradition of double standard morality?
Their statistics point out that although initial experiences Wiih
sex create a drop in grades, the longer you have sex, the more
likely you are to be an A student!
A- full 67 per cent of A students have been getting it on for.
years, repo·rts Playboy.

By Tom Eastman
Dr. Jan Clee, Dean of the
Whittemore School of Business
and Economics for the past nine
years announced Wednesday he
has decided to resign his post at
the end of the academic year
'
and return to the faculty.
Clee told members of the ·
Whittemore faculty his reasons
for resigning were purely personal. Clee discussed in. greater detail his reasons for resigning ft+.t·
office yesterday afternoon.
"This is my tenth year as dean
of the Whittemore School," Clee
said~ "and ten years is a very
long time."
"I do not feel that I have the
proper perspective anymore after ten years,'' he said. "I feel
that a new administration can
often generate the new ide~s and
vitality that sometimes is not
possible when there is no
change."
Clee said he has been considering resigning for the past couple
of years and emphasized that his
decision to do so was a gradual
process.
'n spoke with President Mills
about my thoughts of resigning
last spring and also with some
colleagues of mine at the Whittemore School," said Clee. "I

came to a --final decision this·
summer though it was a very
difficult personal decision at
that,". Glee continued•.
"[ am resigning at a time when
the school is healthy and growing. When I first came here there
were approximately 500-600
students in the Whittemore
School,"Clee said. "Now the
school has grown to
approximately 1,500 students
which I believe is a significant
change. We ~have also initiated
new programs including a
doctorate program ifi economics.
·"Those conditions make it
much easier for me to resign and
let ·my sur.r.P~~ol' , whomovor ho
may be, assume my post," he
said. "I would much rather relinquish:- my -post under these
healthy conditions than I would
under-' less favorable conditions• .
· "I won't be involved at all in
the· a~pointmennt of my successor at the end of this year,'' Clee
said. ''That is being left to Vice
.Provost Ellis.
"I really would like to get
back to teaching and research. I
· have been teaching only one to .
two courses a year though I have
also been working with students
on independ~nt studies," he
said.

Dr. Jon Clec

"I just do not perceive myself
as a career administrator," Clee
said•."I percdve myself firsL and
foremost as an educator and I
would like to do something now .
other than administration.
"This joo is time consuming
but then no University position
can be consiaerea as an eight to
~ive job. I am resigningbecause I
believe the school would benefit
from a new person with new
ideas and vitality and as I said
before because I want to get
back to my teaching and research here at the University."

Brush-up courses available
to adults going to school
By Celia Morisete·.
An adult college entry prv~
gram is being offered to "build
· con.fidence and review study
skills for those adults who have
been out of the classroom for several years;' said Jane Burr, program coordinato1 and academic
advisor for the Division of Continuing Education.
"Many adults fear not- being·
able to do college level work",
Burr said. For this reason, three
non-credit programs have- been
designed to reintroduce adults tb
classroom situations. '.
The college readiness program
stresses such skills as note-talC-.
ing ·from lectures, preparing for ·
and taking exams . and various
writfog . assignments. This seg-

ment is scheduled to meet on
'Mondays from September 13
through November l. :
The developmental reading
program strives to help adults
improve reading comprehension
when dealing with factual texts.
Classes meet on Tuesdays from
September 14 through November

programs will meet from 9-ll: 30
a.m. and evening sections. are
from 6: 30-9 p.m~ Locations
vary.
' The majority of sections cost
$40 per 8 week course. However, the morning sections of
college readiness and developmental reading are offered at a
2. '
reduced rate dtie to partial
The career and life planning funding from Title l. '
Burr stressed that these
sessions held Wednesdays from
Septeml>er 15 through November courses were geared for adults.
3 will provide information to Participants have ranged from
adults interested in redirecting age 25 to 50. Presently, an avertheir lives or careers. Included In age of 60 have enrolled, mos.t
these sessi,o ns will be vocational from Durham or the surrounding
interest tests, resume writing and · area.
helpful material on job inter- · For further information, 001. ~
tact the Division of Continuing
views.
Morning se~tions for all- three Edu~1;ttion, Richard's House.

University searching
for new ombudsman
By Lisa Miller

tion to the president this week.
A selection committee has How long it will be before the
been reviewing applicants all president chooses s0meone he
summer to fill the ·Position of could not say.
Ombudsman at the University.
Towards the end of last year a
The office of Ombudsman committee investigated the ofexists to investigate and )ielp re- fice to assess the necessity and
solve conflicts between students, impact of the Ombudsman. The
faculty, an(ja. University person- Ombudsman Review Committee
nel. Up until the last academic discovered that about half of the
year Mr. Robert Keesey served Ombudsman's cases were .referas Ombudsman but last year he rah;, which could be handled by
obtained the post of assistant to a secretary.
They also found, however,
the president and the job was
temporarily taken over by Karen toot there was a need, especially
on the students part, for such an
Hogarth.
.. This year 'Hogarth left the Uni- office -to exist. Therefore, the
versity and the selection com- committee recomended that the
mittee for the qffice of Ombuds· office of Ombudsman be continman will soon make a recom- ued on a part time basis with a
• mendatipn to the president review of the position occurring
concerning the pers~n who will at the end of each year. This
re co-mmendation was adopted
next fill the position.
Professor Alden Winn, head of ' and the post which is soon to be
this committee, said that they filled by a part time Ombudshad received over seventy appli- man is all that is deemed necesMopeds, used for years in Europe, are catching on fast in the USA. Here's Thompson School Director . cations and that the committee sary to handle the present case
Lewis Robert& buzzing along to class. (Steve Sept photo) .
hoped to make its recommenda- loads.
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NU.clear protesters
show film in MUB
By Bernadette Mulkern
Guy Chichester, president of
the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League and Sam Lovejoy, who is
directly involved in ·stopping the
construction of nuclear plants,
agreed that their antinuclear
protest groups were attracting
attention in high level positions.
They spoke to a mixed crowd
of students, Seclbrook residents

"We got some support from the
New Hampshire Supreme Court.
They said 'No Nuke' and -then
let us out."
and intcrcotcd citieonc.

at a diu

cussion on the nuclear plant
sponsored by the University
food co-op Monday night at the
Mub,.
A crowd of approximately
400 viewed the film, "Lovejoy's
Nuclear War" in the Strafford
Room. ·
The film deals with Lovejoy's
fight against the construction of
a similar ·nuclear plant in his
home town of Montague, Mass.
"We have something going
here," said Chichester referring
to the role of the Clam Shell
Alliance in the anti-nuclear protests at the site of the Seabrook
Power Plant. He claimed the
group was making people in high
level policy making positions
open their eyes and ears. He defined the Clam Shell Alliance as
"a non-violent, very beautiful,
together group that has worked
hard and carefully with spirit of
support, all pulling on the same
rope in the same direction."
Chichester· told the erouo his

plans for an October 23 Alternate Energy Fair and a rally to
occupy the Seabrook -Nuclear
Site.
"Everybody who wants to join
can find something to do." he
said. ''They don't have to break
injun.ctions." He listed caring for
children, providing transportation, playing music or joining
groups as possible ways of helping. "We're going to make it so
hot that somebody in Washi_ngton will have to.-unplug it." he
said.
Richard. "Cuzin" Smith was
moderatpr of the meeting ·and
told the group of fhe release on
bail of the eleven protestors who
were arrested on the plant site
August 22.
Speech and Drama Professor Joseph Batcheller chats with a student after a class. Bache lier recently
"It's good to have these fellas
resigned as chairman of the University Committee on Traffic and Parking. (Ed Acker photo)
out of jail," he shouted over
loud cheering and applause.
"We got some support from
the N.H. Supreme Court. They
said 'No Nuke' and then let us
out," said Neil Linsky, a graduate student in Chemistry at
UNH.
Linsky said that they were
treated differently from other By Marty Peterson
estimated that some 10,000 he could continue his position
prisoners. "The food got better A solution to UN H's . parking
parking registrations will be is- for that year to help carry on
and we had -our own cells." he pl'o b lem shduld begin by
sued for UNH's 4,200 available some of the drastic changes that
said. "Going to jail for political presenting the University Board
spaces this year. "With the addi- occured during his previous
reasons is different from any of Trustees with the idea of
tional 115 parking spaces this years of service.
other reason."
Batcheller resigned because he
opening all lots to everyone, said
year plus the extension of Lot D
According to Linsky the other Student Body President David
near Alumni Hall that will open said he served ..-the school comprisoners were surprised that Farnham.
soon, I can sel no major prob- munity on this committee and
people were jailed for acting on
wants to devote his remaining
"With the cutback on
lems," said Buinicky.
their conscience.
Kari-Van runs this year, the inJoseph Batcheller, professor of years to teaching.
Steve Roth, another protester
Under Batcheller, the commitcrease in commuter parking
Speech and Drama completed
arrested, said he feels the sencould prove to be a big problem - his term as chairman of the tee treated student, faculty and
tence caused a mushroom effect. on campus," said Farnham."
- Committee on Traffic and Park- staff violators · alike. The
"It is symbolic to freedom of
ing during the '74-'75 academic
Lt. Andrew Buinicky of- the
year. He asked the committee if PARKING, page 6
NUKE, page 9
Bureau of Traffic and Parking

Parking presents problems,
affecting commuters most

Mini dorms' goal
is togetherness
By Mark Pridham

The mini dorms are beginning
their second year of operation
and according to Joe Barron,
head resident of the six special·
interest dorms, '~his year promises to be tremendously suecessful, even more so than last
year."
According to Barron, the goal
of the mini dorms is "To encourage maturity and responsibility
through common interest hous-ing. When you have 50 people
with a common interest living
and working together, you have
to be more mature. There is an
environmental demand for ·it."
Each of the six special lpterest
dorms solicits ideas from residents and uses the ideas to work
toward a common goal for the
dorm.

A UNH student appe-ars to be taking a flying leap off Mt. Liberty. (Wayne King photo-)

Kevin Gibbs, resident assistant
ior the personal develop_ment
mini dcrm, talked about plans
for an encounter-tvoe weekend
for high school students.
"We're trying to get five or six
high school juniors and senioi:s
to stay in the form and atten'd
classes from Thursday througil
S·1 turday. In this way, high
school kids can experience col-·
lege and dorm life first-hand." ·
Other projects in the planning
stage include various. workshops
with dorm residents and Forest
Park children. Gibbs said a program for "copin~ with the problems of college' is also being
planned. ·
The environmental mini dorm,
which sponsored last yeH's
Spring Planting Festival, is hopMINIDORMS, page 7

'Adams Chronicles' earns You two credits
By Diane Breda
Put up your feet, turn on the
televisioR, and you're on your
way to earning two undergraduate credits of history by
watching ''The Adams Chronicles" every Monday evening at
8: 00 p.m.
The "~ew show this fall" will
depict. the lives and life styles of
fhe historic Adams family of
Quincy, Massachusetts. The one~
hour telecast will air on Channel
11, a local station of the New
Hampshire network, beginning
Septemoer 20 and running
through December -6.
The course coordinator is.
Ronald H. Quilici of the Department of' History at UNH. He
said, "Interest in the course
generated externally. Producers,
in cooperation with a junior college ·in California, set up a-course

relating to "The Adams Chronicles". The local news station
decided to air it and then sought
someone to handle the course."
Most students enrolled for the
course are DCE (.Division of
Continuing Education) students.
· ''There's a wide variety of students registerd for the course.

At the present time a total of

31 students have registereC:. for
the televised course. "That is ten
up from last Thursday," grinned
Quilici.
Quilici said he will not follow
the original program set-up. Instead, each student will be required to view all 13 episodes,

"The Adams farrii_ly is the statting point. The students should ac-

quire knowledge of that entire period of history."
Not a 11 students are History
majors," relates Quilici.
"We seem to have a problem
with the full-time enrolled student,': adds Quilici. "They seem
scared off by the additional fee
they must pay for the course."
The_.registration fee is $70 plus a
book fee.

attend three evening discussion
sessions, read two books and
write one final report. An
optional field trip is also planned
to the Adams Estate In. Quincy
Massachusetts.
·
The three discussions. each
two hours long,
be held in

will

areas convenient to the registered students.
"The written report is open in
terms of the topic to be chosen.
The Adams family is t.he starting .
point," said Quilici. ''The students should acquire knowledge
of that entire period of history.,,.
Two books are to be read by
the students ~'to give background to the events and -theepisodes," said Quilici. The
books will be mailed to the student after each· has paid the
enrollment and book fee. -....
In addition to leading the
three scheduled discussions,
Quilici will -al&<> be available for
telephone consultations on Tues~
day evenings between the hours
of 5: 30 p.m. and 8: 00 p.m.
Quilici is encouraged with the
amount ~f cooperation and

support that has accompanied
the course. "There have been a
lot of fingers in the pie, and
that's very h..elpful:' added
Quilici. "DCE head Gary Ensign,
in cooperation with Dean Spitz
and the Department of History
have ·an been very supportive,"
said Quilici.
One ·objective of the course i§
to get people · interested in
history, during this bicentennial
ye~r. "We are hoping that this
course wifi provide future · televised courses for the full-time
student," concluded Quilici.
The series is produced for the
Public Broadcasting Network
and is finan~d through grants
from the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the Andrew
W. Mellow Foundation, and the
Atl~ntic Richfield Company.
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The construction of a nuclear
power plant takes a lot of men
and equipment. As men lay out
stakes and trucks move tons of
earth, two Seabrook residents
down _the road watch- the
activity from · their front porch.
They've lived there 50 years, but
they'll "move if we have to
move, provided we get some
• money so we can travel", said
tliis 75 year old gentleman. (Ed
Acker photos)
--

Construction of nuke plant
now an undeniable reality
By Wayne Lundblad
In 1968 the Public Service
Company of New Hampshire
submitted a proposal for a single
unit nuclear power station to be
constructed at Newington, New
Hampshire.
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The General Electrfo Company
has already completed one of
the two 1,150,000 kilowatt
steam turbine generators that
will be used in this facility and
Westinghouse is now forging the
reactor vessel and components
that will convert the awesome
.:)hortly thereafter the plans pow~r of the atom into electriwere changed and the site was city.
moved to Seabrook. In February
Overlooking the entire opera1972 the Seabrook proposal tion is United Engineers, a. conchanged._ New plans called for tracting firm from ?hiladelphia:
the construction of a 2,300,000 Working with United Engineers
kilowatt,
dual unit, nuclear are about 100 sub-contractors in
power facility, the largest in · charge of such things as storage
New England.
building and laboratory
Construction .would begin in construction, road paving and
early 1976. Peak construction main tanance.
would occur in 1980 with the
Construction of a two mile
first unit operating in 1981. By
pipeline which will be used to
1983 both reactors would be opdump hot water from the reacterating and supplying 85 per
or's cooling system into the
cent of New Hampshire's electriAtlantic Ocean is also under
city. The total cost of the pro- way. This pipeline will be drilled
ject would be in excess of 1.6 both under the earth and under
billion dollars.
the sea. 'Moles', earth-boring
Nineteen seventy six .has come machinery used in subway constand, despite protest, Seabrook is ruction, are being used for this
well under way. Massive earth purpose.
movers, with tires larger than a
Frank Shants of the Public Inman's reach, work daily to move f or mat ion Office/New Hamptons of rock, trees and dirt from shire Public Service, told The
the construction site.
New Hampshire why the Sea-:

Special·price expires Sept. 30

'i Now's the time to d~velop and print all your
color film. Bring in any number of rolls ...
any major brand of print film and you'll get
big, borderless, silk prints, fast service and
savi n~s. too!

UNH BOOKSTORE

Ii® Photo Service

\

Make Your Own Magic
in

The Wonderful Land of _Oz
at
Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
September 27-30

We've developed a reputation for value.

10-3 MUB

brook site -was chosen for one of
New England's largest reactors.
"Seabrook lies close to the
ocean and th~ ocean is the ultimate heat sink for any type of
steam driven powerplant. Water
can be taken in from tne ocean
at about 65 degrees F and discharged at no more than 100 degrees F. Being near the ocean affords easy delivery of the major
reactor components and the site
is on solid rocky ledge for sturdy
reactor construction. Seabrook
is ·also close enough to other major power companies to avoid
miles of transmission lines."
~hants also told -of the long
range· plans of the New Englanll

power companies. "Seabrook is
owned by all of the major New
England power companies.
Presently there are seven nuclear
power plants operating in New
England. By joint efforts the
power companies plan to have
eight more nuclear power plants
on line by 1985, bringing the
New England total to 15 plants.
"Prelimin~y plans are already
under way and land purchased
for the Monague and the Plymouth II reactors. By 1985, 85
percent of New Hampshire's and
50 per cent of New England'~
electricity will be from nuclear
power."
Land purchasing for Seabrook
is still going on. When completed
Seabrook will occupy a
thousand-acre site. Surprisingly
enough there is little resistance
from the citizens of Seabrook
when it comes to selling their
land.
Many of them, in particular a
70-year old couple, "Just don't -i' want to live near the damn
thing."

HILLEL MEETING

J~_ Tues, Sept 21
Merrimack Room, MUB

Mem~ership &

High Holiday Info
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Carter refuses to give up
CARTER
continued from page 1
Carter refuses· to comment on
the name of the Trustee that
provided , the Governor's offi.ce
with the alleged information.
Carter states he can prove he
has always been a student, saying that bit of information can
be checked out through the Uni~ersity Business Office with respect to his tuition payments.
"I think it is just a matter of
confusion/' says Carter. "The
real reason, contrary to what
Miss Childs says, is not that I
was replaced because of student
pressure, as reported in The New

Hampshire."" ·

ment, Carter says he called the who he doesn't consider a member of the Board yet.
Governor's -office and
Carter sums the entire incident
explained what the.true fa~ts
were.'' Carter Maintains, "That up in one sentence --"The. Goveris where things stand right now nor shot from ' the hip."
With respect to Childs' accusabut I hope to absolve the matter
tions that Carter is not in comin the future."
He says,. "The thing that con- munication with the students,
cerns me the most is that the Carter retorts, "Sh~ obviously
Governor never checked with hasn't made an effort to check
me. Instead, he decided to take this6Ut."
some very quick action and it . He does admit to speaking to
relatively few students other
cause som\ problems.."
Carter continues, "He (Thom- than those in student govern.
son) has yet to admit his mis- ment but explains that most of
take. I suppose with the cam- the students are apathetic. He
paign I'll give him the benefit of says he's available, but students
the doubt,. but I hope that he's a don't take advantage of it.
Of Childs and her charges Carbig enough man to resolve
ter
says, "She does not know me
things."
and she has not seen my perforCart~r has sent letters by regismance on the Board. I have

m:.ttcu h2G

torod m2i] to Philip S, DunJ2p,

no\ror mot hor i:o s:hP doiii: not

gone quite a ways and the rumor
has caused me quite a bit of embarrassment no · doubt."
After heari~JL ?f J:ljs _p_redica-

chairman of the Board of Trustees and carbon copies to all the
other Board members. He also
sent a cop¥ to De?~rah Chil!ls

know my methods," says Carter.
"The Student Trustee should
not be a nouthpiece. I believe in
represen~~ive government/'

Ho

a dda,

''ThiG

*~
~tri,
l.ti.
· .
lcatll<r _3oohe.

campus calendar
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 7
.USED BOOK EXCHANGE: HILLSBORO-SULLIVA~.ROOM
MUB, 9 a.m. -3 p.m. Sponsoted by APO.
SVTO PROGRAM: "Jimi Prays Berke_ly," Coos Room, MUB,
12-3 p.m.
MUB PUB: "Aces. & Eights;" ropk and roll band, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE CROSS COUNTRY ~ 8.U., Tufts 1
Providence, & UNH, Cowell Stadium, 11 a.m.
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FOOTBALL: Boston Univer~ity,
Cowell Stadium, 1 :30 p.m. UNH students $2; general $2.50; reserved seats $4.50.
MUB PUB: "Aces & Eights," rock and roll band, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, with golden oldies, 8 p.m.

qual.i~

Wide Selection Of
Imported Oogs

1 Cou_srcoo Sti-c(t
port"9U)OUtij,1).lj. 03601 Handbags

~apsacks

Wallets

bO~·lf31·5'Jt 3.l

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
SVTO PROGRAM: "The Gladiators," a 1994 war game where
East and West generals program their strategies into a computer
and watch their teams fight on Saturday night TV, Coos Room,
MUB, 12-3 p.m.

Hats

Brief cases

Buckles
Footwear
Jewelry
~ccessories

HOURS:

Mon, Wed, Thurs,

leather Care Productst
9:30 · 7:00
I

Fri

9:30. 9:30

Tues, Sat

9:30. 5:30

MARINE LECTURE: "Food From the Sea: The Future of A~
quaculture in the U.S.," Dr. Harold Goodwin~ science writer and
Aquaculture consultant, and former Director of Aquaculture
Research at the National Sea Grant Program. Hillsboro- Sullivan
Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE Is pubtished and distribUted semi-weekly
' throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial
Union Building, Durham N.H. 03824. Phone 868-7561 or 862-1490.
Yearly subscription $7.00 Second class postage paid at Durham, N.H.
Printed at Castle Publfcatlons Plaistow, N.H. Total number of copies
print"rt 19,SOO,

DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOEWS CINEMA

University of New Hampshire

Grand

i.li-~BOOKSTORE
HEWITT HALL
DURHAM, N.H. 03824

Reference
All Schaums Outlines - 20% off
Rogets Paperback Thesaurus - $1.00

;!ill!!

~~~:;~!~~ers

l!\!lr uNH
1111111

~~~

1

:
Pocket Folders$ .35

UNH Canvas Bag

Reopening
.s pecials

Mon. - Fri
8- 4:20

$2.85

Sale items 9·/ 20

ililllll
!\\\!ll

11111111

-

9/24
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notices

GENERAL

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and diSCUS·
sion session devoted to job ~ getting communication tech·
niques: resumes, cover le~ters, etc, Monday, September
20, Room 203, Huddleston. Hall, 6:30 p.m.

1=--0REST PARK DAY CARE CENTER: Volunteers are
needed for creative after school programs Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, & Friday, 3: 30-5 p.m. and_ Wednesdays,
2:30•5 p.m. FQr more information call Jane at 868-7598
of come to the Day Care Center any afternoon, Apt. 118,
Forest Park.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
VOLUNTEER PROBATION COUNSELORS: Film "With
Another Man's Life" will be presented Monday, Septem-.
ber 20, Grafton Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

TELEPHONE CORRECTION: The pay phone number :
for the Foreign Language Mini Dorm was listed incorrectfy in caboodle. On page 100, please change the number
from 868-9614 to the C<?rrect number 868-9662.
CRAFT COURSE REGISTRA'rlON: Registration for f~ll
5emester crafts courses will be held 1V1onday & Tuesday, '
September 20 & 21, in th& Student Activities Office, bottom floor of the MUB, 10 a.m.-4 P.m. courses must be
paid for at the time of registra.tion. No refunds unless the
course Is cancelled. Courses offered are leather, silver, ·
stained-91ass, oriental rugs, belly dancing,_qullting, and batik. First come, fl,st served,
uTAILGATE" FLEA MARKET: S_y_nday, September 19,
Durham Shop n' Save parking lot, 1-5 p.m. Come see local
craftsmen, antique dealers, -and members of the Durham
Art Association. Anyone witnused items to sell contact
trene Vasiliou, 868-5544. Raindate is Sunday, September
26. Sponsored by the Durham LeaQue of Women VAterc;.

OCCUPATIONAL -THERAPY MEETING': Opening stu<:lent-faculty meeting Tuesday, September 21, Belknap
Room MUB, 1-2 P.m. All occupational therapy students
are invited; it is recommended that all freshman attend.
SPANISH COFFEE HOUR: Every Wednesday, Room
209, Murkland Hall, 3:30-4:30 p.m. cQuieres practicar el
espanol, escuchar musica, beber cafe? Ven a la hora de
cafe. Cada miercoles.
COMPUTER COURSE: Introduction to the O.ECsystem10, Advanced; this two daY course is for tnose who have
some computer background but have never. used the DECsystem-ID. Course describes the mechanics of termina1
operation; LOGIN procedure, commands, and program
examples. Monday and Wednesday, September 20 and 22,
Room M329, Kingsbury Hall, 1·3P.m. Attendance at both
sessions is necessary. Non-credit, no charge, preregister
with Compu~r Services, 862-2323. Janis Shea, instructor.
CAREER
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN : Informal sessions for
underclassmen and graduating students interested in discussing and sharing their ideas and concerns about what
they will be doing after graduation, Tuesday, September
21, Room 203, Huddleston Hall, 6:30 p.m.

WUNH MEETING: New ?eople'S meeting Tuesday, September 21, Sulliva.n Room, MUB, 8 p.m. If you are interested in how a radio station operates or want to become
involved come to the meetin!l.
CLUB SPORTS
SQUASH CLUB: Monday, September 20, carroll Room,
MUS, 8 p.,m.
JUDO CLUB: Tuesday, September 21, Wrestling Room,
Field House, 7:30 p.m.
TRAP & SKEET CLUB: Tuesday, September ?I, Wrest,
ling Roam, Fiel~ House', 7:30 p.m.

1

rlUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER: we offer Information, a
!>rowsing library, and counseling in all aspects of sexual- .
ity. Walk·in hours 9 a.m. -3p.m. every Tuesday or call I
862-1987 for an appointment. Located in Room 203,
Hood House.
•
REC & PARK MAJORS: There will be a mandatory meeting for all recreati~m and parl<s majorj Wednesday, September 22, Room 216, Hamilton Smith Hall, 7 p:m.

·'C' for credit

RUGBY CLUB: Practice Friday, September 17, north of
the Field House Tennie; Cc:n1rlc, 4-'" p.m .
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SKI TEAM: Organizational meeting Monday, September
20, Room 30, Field House. 7 o.m.
RELIGIONS
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Cooko\~
Friday, September 17 at Dave & Debbie O'.Leary's. Mee1
in front of the MUB at 4:45 p.m., $1 covers the cost u
the dinner.
ROSH HASHANAH & YOM KIPPUR SERVICES: Will bE
held at Temple Israel, 200 State Street, Portsmouth, Fri·
day, September 24, 6:30 p;m.; Saturday, September 25
8:30 a.m. and 6:15 p,m.; S1.1nday, September 26, 8:3C
a.m. and 6:15 p,m. for Rosh Hasha nan; Sunday, October
3, 5:45 p.m. and Monday, October 4, 9 a.m. for Yorr
Kippur.
BLACK WORSHIP: Students iQterested in Black worshii::
on campus and desidng to talk to Rev. Ralph Henly about
Afro-American spiritual experiences may contact the Ecu
menical MinistrY., Wo•ff House, 862-1165.
INFORMA.k__ WORSHIP: Students interested in worship
prayer, readings, and communion in an informal settirig
1 please contact Bill Head, Ecumenical Ministry, Wolft
'House, ' 862-1165 .•
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Daily
prayer meetings Monday-Thursday, Room 41, Hamilton
Smith Hall, 5-5:30 P.m.
CAMPUS .CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: All are invited to the
first ColleQe L.ife of the year featuring a film, "Athletes in
Action," about. a basketball team slated to play UNH
November 2. Friday, September , 17, Room Ml22, Paul
:.\rts Center, 7:30 p.m.

grading procedures. ••1t's .also unfair for two students in a class to
be subject to different grading
·of abolishing the pass/fail oprttles," Ellis said.
tion. "'What we have now is betThe new amendment resulted
ter than nothing at all," Farnfrom much ongoing debate and
ham said.
· opposition to the passjfail
Currently tire rule allows a
option. Accordi!lg to Farnham,
"there were some students who
bachelor of arts candidate to use
pass/fail oqly for group III (electhought it had been abusecL"
'~I think it will be hard to take
tive) requirenients, not for group
I, group II, Engllsh 401, foreign
a pass/fail now and get a -c to
language or a major or minor ·pass," Farnham said. "You
program.
might as well iust take the e&l::tfoHowever, a bachelor of science
se regularly."
candidate may use- pass/fail for a
Farnham said that any efforts
maximum of one in group I, one to change the new rule would
in Group II, . but none for get defeated.
English 401 or a major or minor
Porter said that a student
program.
might be-better off not taking a
J.\H;:,uiid~cstandlng arose over
pa:s:5/f11il nt cill. ·~H~ cim sun get a
the question of ·who the new D and pass with credit, but if he
minimum applies to. According takes a pass/fail he'll fail with a
to Farnham, he was under the D."
impression that his amendment
Hoping that the new rule
would only apply to new would help, Ellis said that pass/
students. "We were fooled," fail "had become an avenue of
Farnham said.
getting by with a minimum of
He cited a letter he received · work." He said that his office
from Assistant Vice Provost had received pressure from facub
Clarence Porter April 22 in ~ ty membe:r;s for some changes.
which Porter said, "Students alRegarding the difference in reready in attendance at the Univ- quirements for bachelor of arts
ersi_ty are regulated by the rules and bachelor of science candidstated in the catalog published ates Ellis said, "there is some
the year of their admission." logic in it. The BA degree allows
Farnham said that Ellis "seemed for more free electives than the
to act at random" when he BS," he said,
changed the ruling after the
''They (those in departments
'lote..
offering a bachelor Of science deAdmitting thatthere had been gree). argued that. if they
a misunderstanding, Farnham couldn't take pass/fail in Groups
said, "The distinction should I and II, then they couldn't take
have been made known to the any at all."
Senate."
Ellis added that his office had
In response to the statement not yet received any. complaints
in Porter's letter Ellis said, "Clar- from students over the new rule
ence was riot clear on-that issue. and said that he Jmticipated no
There was a correction to that such reaction.
"I think if students are willing
l e t t er which came out
to b~ fr.ank about this they
afterwards."
Farnham said he is unaware of admit that we needed- to tighten
a correction.
up a little/' said Ellis. "The oriEllis maintains that Porter's ginal intent of the pass/fail -opstatement was correct regarding tion was to allow students to exchanges in number of pass/fails periment. I fiope this will help,"
allowed but not for grading. Ellis Ellis said.
Pass/fails taken before 1976
explained that it is impossible
for the University's computers will be honored under the. new
to operate with two separate system.

PASS/FAIL
continued from page 1

will

TRI-CITY PLAZA
Rt 9 &16A
Somersworth
openlO ' tolO
Mon'thru Sat
Sun 1 pm to 6pm

_parking problems
PARKING
continued-from page 3
committee authorized the construction of booths to direct- cars
in parking and built curbs to
l(eep people from p-arking_ on the
lawn.
Batcheller said, "The committee tried to come up with the
philo~ophy that this is a walking
campus. We have provided space
for those who are willing to park
in those ·lots that are in the outlying areas. You can't expect to
find a parking space next to eachbujlding."
The committee on Traffic and
Parking will vote on a new chairman to replace Dr. Batcheller at
their..; first organizational
meeting.
Farnham's suggestion of possibly opening all lots to every
member of the school community stems from his idea that now

sportswear and dresses
W~ are able to offer many

V)

latest prestigeous "NEW YORK" ffi
,
n..
manufacturer's styles at far
~

TO

below retail

COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

Master Charge

~
V)
z

c(

a::

ANSWERS

only students are .suffering the
consequences of overcrowded
lots.
Student Qo·vernment Vice
President of Special Assignments
Rich Mori explained that the
Student Government will be sensitive to student's rights but will
only take action op the parkihg
problem after they receive some
feedback from the student body.
Batcheller's proposal of residential students parking their
cars in the outlying lots to facilitate more room in nearby lots
for commuters, carpools and a
shuttle system around campus
are a few suggestions to eliminate this year's potentiat parking
problem.
According to Batcheller, expanaed lots and limite,d but
filled Kari-Van runs will prove to
be the partial solution to overcrowded lots in UNH's available
space.
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PAGE SEVEN

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS

Sl()~I C~lJJ?Ci1
NEWMARKET

FRI- SAT

THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date.
192-page, mail order catalog.

The Psaltery

11926 Santa Monica. Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca. 90025

l~-.:.-~~~~~~':_~~:~~~~~v~~~~:__ _

Roast Beef Banquet

Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush the catalog to:

served 1 - 6 PM $2.25

Name

---------1

Address - - - - - - - - u

6- Midnight

City _ _ _ _ - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _
•

•

l

Nobody But

'NOBODY
carries a larger selection of

Mini-dorms Head Resident Joey Barron said persons living in
common interest dorms must be more mature. Barron, in his
second year at UNH, is optimistic for the upcoming year. (Dennis
Giguere _photo)

Mini dorms work
MINIDORMS
continued from page 3
ing to encourage further student
cooperation in recycling. ·
T-he RA of the Environmental
mini dorm, 'Kevin Beane, dorm
his dorm's work in solar energy.
The project supplements a portion of the hot water used by all
the mini dorms. :
The other mini -dorms: creative arts, quiet, f?reign language
and outdoorspeople, have
planned workshops, guest lectures and various activities
geared to the interests of residents. The ·outdoorspeoplei· pian
to hold a beach clean-up at Rye 1
beach.
The majority of mini dorm
residents said they were attracted by the idea of smaller
dorms and living with students
who had similar interests as
theirs.
Bradley Haynes, a former
Christensen resident, now living
in the creative arts dorm, said he
moyed there "to get away from
the big dorms. I wanted more
privacy, and I liked the idea of
living with people who had a
common interest in art." · Other

TJN PALACE

stud en ts e1cpressed dissatisfac- . ·
tion with the mini dorms. Nancy
Creamer, an art major· and former resident of the creative arts
dorm, complained about the
lack of art majors in that dorm.
"I expected people who could
help me with my art work, but .
there were only a few art majors ·
in the dorm. A lot of the students moved in just to get a single room."
·
Most mini dorm students expressed satisfaction with their
choice for common interest
housing. They are optimistic for
a successful year and hope to
make this type of alternate housing available to more., students,

CORDUROYS and JEANS
And now we have every color L'evi makes
in straights & flairs

Exciting fashions for men women and children
...,,

DREHER

aJC!J[b[b[!J(JlJGJ\j
is Pleased .to Announce
that they have been selected
to .represent BMW
BtvtN530

Bi:eakfast
& Newspapers

The ultimate driving machine.
Tailgate Flea Market .

DREHER

Sunday, Sept. 19 1-5 pm

Sales
Durham
S~op

n' Save parking lot

Durham League of
Women Voters

Quality Service

GJIBCblJJWOO
Ra,

EPPING
IUICK

£X£TER, N.H.

f'Oln1C. IMC TlllCl5 . . 'IDC(D(S·BDZ

Leasing
~ Quality Body Shop
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The Hewlett-Packard·first family ofcalculators
are in a class by themselves.
.·
Hewlett-Packard built the world's first
advanced pocl<et calculator back in 1972.
And led the way ever since.
Today, Hewlett-Packard calculators are
reco@ized as The First Family by more
than one million owners worldwide. Including Nobel Prize winners: USA-USSR
astronauts, explorers, educators, scientists,
businessmen, an~ students. Here's why:

First family design.
Hewlett-Pacl<ard was first-and continues to lead-in the translation of stateof-the-art technology into advanced
calculators.
-

First family performance.
Hewlett-Packard means the kind of
perform~mce that includes RPN logic with
four-memory stack, a full range of advanced
functions, and much, much more.

addition, a complete selection of optional
accessories increases the versatility of the
calculator of your choice. Hewlett-Packard
offers more because Hewlett-Packard's got
more to effer.

Free booklet while
supplies last.

First family reliability.
When you buy a Hewlett-Packard
calculator you get one year's protection on
parts and labor. And crtwo working..:day
tum-around on most repairs.
.

First family support.
Every calculator comes with its own
comprehensive Owner's Handbook. In

"What To Look For Before You Buy
An Advanced Cakul(!tor" helps you make
a wise purcha:sjng decision. Pick up you~
free copy at your campus bookstore. Or
telephone 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) toll-free for the name of
your nearest dealer.

HP-21 Scientific.
New low prj.ce-$80.00*
The HP-21 makes short work of the technical
calculations. even so-called "non-technical" courses require.
l{ you need a calculator that does more than simple
arithmetic-this is it-especially atits new low price.
• 32 bqilt-in functions and operations.
•Performs all standard log and trig functions (in radians
or degrees).
• Performs rectangula1;/polar conversion, register
arithmetic and more.
•Addressable memory.
•Two display modes: Fixed point and scientific.

HP-22 Business Management .
. $165.oo~~
The HP-22 easily handles the kinds of calculations
you face in business courses today, in management
tomorrow. Breeze through business math calculations.
Build existing statistical data into reliable forecasts. If
you're going into business administ;ation, this is the
calculator for you. ·
• Combines financial, mathematical and statistical
capabilities.
• Performs .complex time-value-of-money computations
including interest rates.
• Performs rates of return and discounted cash fl.O\ys
for investment..analysis.
·
• Performs extended percent.calcul.tions, accumulated
interest, amortization, etc.
• Ten addressable memories.
• Full decimal displ~Y control.

HP-25C Scientific Programmable with Continuous
Memory. $200.00*
The HP-25C is our keystroke programmable. It can
solve automatically the repetitive problems every
science and engineering student faces . What's more,
Continuous Memory lets you retafn programs and data
even when it's turned off.
•Continuous memoty capability.
• 72 built-in functions arid operations.
• Keystroke programmability.
• Br~nching, conditional test and full editing capability.
• Eight addressable memories.
•We also offer the HP-25, (without the Continuous
Memory feature) for $145.00~

HP-27 Scientific/Plus. $200.00*
The HP-27 is for the science or engineering studentwhose course work extends into business administration.
The reason: It features every pre-programmed scientific
function wive ever offered; plus comprehensive stat
and financial function·s. Thus the name: Scientific/Plus.
• 28 pre-prqgrammed exponential, log and trig functions,
15 statistical functions, IO financial functions-53 in all.
• 10 addressable memories- 20 memories in all.
• 6 selective clearing options gives flexible use of memories.
• Fixed decimal, scientific or engineering display formats.

HEWLETT¢¢ PACKARD
·suJ!l?es1ed m~il price. excluding applicable smc
G.m11r1.,n1d1 l' S Ala,l.a ;md Hawaii

and local 1axes-

Sales and sen•ice frorr. 172 offices in 65 coumries.

Dept. 65BH. 19310 Pruneridge Avenue. Cu~nino. CA 95014

616/30

See your Hewlett-Packard campus

UNH Bookstore

representative

Hewitt Hall
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No-nuke demonstration
The name of the Clam Shell
sources of power," he said. He
gave windmills as an example.
Alliance has a double significontinued from page 3
"I was brought up in Con- cance.
necticut and I've seen this hap"The group is like the rays of
speech," he said. The arrested pen." Roth is a part time stua clam, representing everyone
protesters are planning to file dent living . in Dover. He loves
working for one goal," explained
suit against the Rockingham New Hampshire and doesn't
Roth. Another . reason for the
Coun_ty Court.
want to see the beauty of the name is that "the industry which
Roth claims that the protest- area wrecked. '
will be most affected will be the .
ers were held and bound over
Roth explained that the more
clams." said Roth.
with no New Hampshire counsel money invested in generating
offered to them. "Our rights facilities by a utility the higher
"In prison I met a man who
were never read to us," he said. the rates become. The taxpayers lived 1/8 mile down the road
"They gave me a haircut and · foot the bill. "Energy consump- from the site of the proposed
• shave. It's called the regulation tion is going down in ·N.H.:'' said plant. He rn'.akes his living from
Roth. "The state is presently u- clams. He couldn't believe. this
look."
Sam Lovejoy explained an in· sing only 49 percent of the was happening."
junction as "a game to get you power produced." '
Dede Blair· spoke to the group
in jail. . This is the first tim_e an
. "If nuclear power comes in about organizing strong UNH
injunction was thrown at an en- N.H." we're going to have to face support. Plans were discussed to
vironmental group," he said.
it in our lifetime but also it will , ' set up affinity groups in dorms,
Lovejoy explained that if a affect the lives of our children apartments or with people in ,
group breaks any rules of an in- and the children not yet born." classes. These groups are part of

NUKE

junction thDy IUD guilty of

di~

oaid Dodo Blair, a. :rno:rnbor of thD

obeying a court order. This is Clam Shell Alliance.
called contempt of court.
"It is the discretion of the
judge to decide whether you're
in contempt or not," he said.
·"Contempt is a hlzy, gray area.
Under these rules you can have a
jury trial only if you are capable
of staying in jail for 6 months,_"
he said.
Lovejoy said, ''The opposition
in the state is headed by the triangle of Thomson, Loeb and
the Public Service Company. So
far they have lost." said Lovejoy.
"One hundred and eighty protestors were busted. Next time
there will be 18,000." he s~id.
The Head of Public Relations
for the Nuclear Project Frank
Shants was invited -to· the meeting but failed to come. "He
doesn't trust us," said Steve
Roth.
Roth is interested in supporting alternative ways of receiving
energy. "I'm for decentralized_

a 'toaoh -in' on oa:rnpus to try a.nd

involve everyone.

POEMS WANTED

The
MASSACHUSETTS
SOCIETY OF POETS is
compiling a book of poems.
If you have written a poem

and would like our selection
committee to consider it (for
publica tiorr, send your poem
and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
MASSA.PHUSETTS SOCIETY
OF POETS
230 Congress St. ', Suite 206
Roston, Massachusetts 02110

UNH FRESHMEN AND -SOPHOMORES
GIVE YOUR LIFE sgME OPTTONS
BY BECOMING A LIEUTENANT
WHILE YOU

EARN

A DEGREE •.•••

TAKE A FREE, NO OBLIGATION LOOK AT THE ARMY
WHEN YOU ARRIVE AT

UNH~

FOR A SMALL

OF YOUR TIME IN RIFLERY, MOUNTAINEERING,
,

VALUABLE TRAINING, FINANCIAL
CAREER POSSIBILITIES:

ASSISTA.~CE

HELP YOURSELF THROUGH LIFE!:!! !
WRITE: ARMY ROTC, illrn, DURJIAM,
,. OR CALL: 603-862-1078

! Up to 80°/o off i
i original prices

I

:

: on all merchandise.

NH 03824.

~his is the only one of 3 nati~nal warehouse outlets for India
imports of Rhode Island, Inc., the largest importer of Indian

East-West Lounge
Sponsored by
Student Activities
Prints from $2 up

hand-Crafted clothing. We get "seconds" from the warehouse
every week! You'll Save at least 40% on EVERY IndiaImports item in our store.

You

wo~'t believe the prices

on Dre~ses, Blouses, Skirts, Pants, Men's Shir~s, Jackets,
Sweaters and more.
(WE'RE ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE)
I

SPECTRUM INDIA
29 Main Street
A few steps further fo:c the best prices anywhere!

J

•

lmaginus
Exhibition
and Sale

FINE ART PRINTS
Sept. 27; 28,29
10am to 4pm

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

AND

HELP YOUR PARENTS THROUGH COLLEGE!!!!

I

I

I

MILITARY HISTORY, OR NUMEROUS OTHER OPTIONS,
YOU CAN ·KEEP THE DOOR OPEN TO SCHOLARSHIPS,

---------------------------------,

I

A.~OUNT

Open'10 AM to s·:30 Daily

~-------------------------~-------
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editorial. Bowing to a Manchester paper is appalling
The 24-hour visitation story in today's issue of The
New Hampshire again brings to light an unfortunate
situation that exists at the University of New Hampshire. That situation is the fear our administrators
show toward the Manchester Union Leader.
It seems ludicrous for a University to be afraid of a
newspaper and its publisher. But it is reality. And
students are suffering the consequences, as the story
~
shows.
It is not a fear without re.ason. Many people are
a ware of the power Mr. Loeb has. Just ask Dr.
Thomas Bonner at Union College.
But the thought of University administrators taking
into serious account the reaction of a newspaper
when they make a decision is disheartening. When
th.~y change their minds because of an expected
editorial reaction from Mr. Loeb or his subordinates,
it is appalling.
_ -""
There have been two prime cases ofthis within the
last year that we are aware of. One is minor, the other
major. ,
last fall The New Hampsbire ran a picture on page
two of a couple of streakers who were among a large
number of streakers in tlle Quad one night. Now,
1,000 persons gathered in the Quad with a number of
them streaking is no ordinary event. This newspaper
felt, and still feels, it was a newsworthy event and a ,
newsworthy picture.
President Mills fett· differently, which he is, of

course, entftled to. But instead of voicing his concern .
directly to the editors of The New Hampshire, he
Wrote an open letter to Editor Michael D'Antonio
which he also sent to the Union Leader and ·the Portsmouth Herald. The first time D'Antonio saw this
letJe_r was while reading the Her_ald.
The president was obviousiy figyring he could
forestall a harsh Union Leader reaction by quickly
sending in a letter condemning the act. Well, the
Union Leader ran an editorial anyway, and many
thousands of persons in the Seacoast area found out
about an event they would not have even heard .of
had that open letter not been sent.
That issue in itself is a dead issue. We raise it only
to point ·out the "looking over the shoulder"
decision-making that goes on here.
The second instance, the 24-hour visitation policy
decision, i-s much more important because it affects
students. It does so in two- ways. First, it denies the
residents of six dorms a chante to experiment_with a
lifestyle they wanted to try for themselves. Second, it .
completely ignores the re5J:,>0nsible, organized, constructive, by-the-book student input that took place.
Basically, the same tactics as in the_ "bare ass
episode", as it has come to be known, were used fo~
the 24-hour visitation decision.
The proponents of the policy, from the students in
DRAC up to President Mills, were ready to-go with it.
Then the Union Leader runs a news story about the
policy. Okay so far. But tjien, even though the matter

Election analysis
PRIMARIES
continued from page 1
lengers to overcome. Democrats
James Conn~r and ~ugh Gallen
both ran splid campaigns but fell
short of the_ candidate from
Newport. The voting breakdown
was, according to the Union
Leader:
Spanos, 21,578, fo~41 per
cent,
Connor, 15,96'l, for 30,5 per
cent, .
Gallen, 13,737, for 26 per
cent, and
Carmen Chimento, 1,229., for
2.5 per cent.
1
Practically all political observers agree that the state's tax issue will be the major factor in
the election. New Hampshtre is
presently the only state in the
nation without a state income or
sales tax. Thomson woh the last
two gubernatorial elections on a

-

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editors

the
new
hampshire
Reporters

I

"no new taxes" plat.form. He is
votes in Tuesday's primary, a topushing that piatform again.
t.al of 81,832 Republicans and
Spanos has refused to commit
52,561 Democrats emerge~. That
himself on the tax issue. He did
is a difference of 29,271 votes.
not want to m~e a d~cision
without seeing the legislation or
Pers,analities could be a large1
• having a chance to fully weigh
factor than usual in this election.
its impact.
The Governor has ant.agonized
Spanos, 50, is a former vic_e
many New Hampshire resid.ents
president of the New Hampshire during his four years in office
Senate. He is generally regarded with his frequent attacks of polias being more · liberal than the tical opponents, his firings and
conservative 'l'homson. The poli- · political manipulation of undertical outlook of the two men is a lings and, as Spanos and other
factor because of the general gubernatorial candidates have
political outlook of New Hamp. put it, "an arbitrary handling of
- shirites, which tends to be con- government." The campaign is
servative.
already shaping up as a mudParty membership is a factor slinger .of sorts. Thomson is rebecause the Republican party' is ferring to Spanos as a socialist
much larger than the Democratic . because of the Democrat's supparty in New Hampshire. Offi- port of the Democratic party
cial party membership figures platform. Spanos is calling the
were not available, but by add- Governor "King Meldrim the
ing the total Republican votes First'' in reference to the Repuband also the total Democratic lican's manner of govern in~.

..
-
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was not scheduled to be taken up, members of the
Board of Trustees voice their concern over the policy.
·It still is okay, for tt seems reasonable they should
express an opinion about a University policy: But
now things get sticky.
Vice Provost for Student Affairs Richard Stevens
calls a meeting of DRAC and tells the members, the
day after twp straight editorials on the policy-appear
-in the Union Leader, that he had sent a press release
to the Manchester paper stating the policy would be
dropped.
Without P.VP.n

~iving

the pers:ons who worked many

hours _on the. policy the courtesy of defending the
policy, the vice provost bowed down to editorial
pressure from the Union Leader.
He says there was also pressure from parents and_
alumni, bu-t what about the students? After all, the')'
are the ones who live in dorms. They are the ones
who went through all the proper administrative
-Ch an nels to design the proposal. S~udents were
completely disregarded in the decision.
Whether the 24-hour visitation policy stays in the
wastebasket remains to be seen. Hopef-ully, students
-' and administrators will have the in_tegrity and
professionalism to open the matter up and consider it
by its merits. The same people at UNH who killed the
issue and now want it buried once thought enough of
the proposal to be in favor of it before the almighty
Union_ Leader got wind of ~t. ·
'

letters---Sexuality Center
To the editor:
The Human Sexuality Center,
2nd floor, Hood House, iS again
offering an outreach program
and a counseling and
information service for all stu- .
e nts with questions about or
int ere st in all aspects of
sexuality. -rhe Center is open
Monday through Thursday.
Students are welcome to browse
in the library or pick up free lit·
erl!ture on contraception and
venereal disease, sexuaJ
problems, etc. A counselor fat
available Tuesdays, 9 to 3, on a
walk-in basis and other days by
appointment (2-1987).

About letters...
The New Hamoshire r,equires
that all letters to the editor
include the_writer 9s full name,
address, and telephone number for verification. We will
Withhold names from publicatiaa on request. Letter should
NO T be over . 500 words.
Tho se that run over 500
words ' may be cut.

The overall aim of the Center's
outreach program is sexual consciousness raising- - offering information that has been left out
of our sometimes1ncomplete sex
education, raising issues and
sharing points of view. We are
sexual beings all our lives and we
handle our feelings in one way
or another sometimes by denial,
sometimes by fragmentation.
Most of us model our relationships after those we're familiar
with, ev~n though we feel boxed
in; many of us conform to sex
rqle expectations, ignore or
laugh off our own feelings and
make decisions on haphazardly
gathered knowledge. Since there
are no "right" answers in this
complicated and natural -area of
our lives, it is necessary to work
at broadening our perspectives
and taking responsibility for our
behaviors.
0

One of the main objectives of
the outreach program this semester is to offer birth control information to as many students male and female - as possible.
Dr. Gratton Stevenson lectures
on contraception every Monday
afternoon at 4:15, Ham Smith,
Room 101. Whether you are
ready to use this inform~tion or
not, it is a chance to find out
what is going on. If you would
like to bring a program on this
or any aspect of sexuality to

All Writers
H you want your name

Typesetters
Bill White
Gary Schafer
Cindy Palmiotto
Laura McLean
Susan Everitt
Accounts Manager
Dave Davis
Billing Secretary
Eileen McUrath

added to the list at the left...
come _to the reporters meeting
Sunday night at 6:30
room 151 in the MUB
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your residence hall or floor, ask
your RA to call the Human
Sexuality Center (2-1987).
During the year the Center
plans to sponsor programs of
information on medical aspects
of sex as well as presentations on
subjects such as relationship patterns, communication, rape,
homosexuality and sex roles.
Programs will be scheduled in
the MUB. Students interested in
working on program development in this area, please contad
the Coo.rdinator if you can
volunteer some time or fit suCh
work into your curriculum.
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BoYS ONLY,
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-Anne Dubois
Human Sexuality
Coordinator /Counselor

Nuke
""To the editor:
Time changes all. I well remember an editorial last spring
proclaiming to objectively present both sides. of the nuclear
pGwer issue but which, in reality, was a put down of those
striving to preserve the environmeqt, the will of the pet>ple and
our freedom to live a healthy
life, safe from the threat of radiation.
The summer marked an increase in the strength and numbers of the anti-nuke movement
for the Nuclear Regulafory Com·
mission granted Public Service
Company a construction permit
in July and Meldrim Thomson
suddenly forgot his belief in
home rule and William Loeb
decided we were "kooks with
boogie man scare tactics.'' We,
the people knew better. We have
dedicated our time and energy
to
educating ourselves and
others as to the horrors of
nukes. Ten of our brothers and
sisters are currently serving three
month jail sentences for action
on· their consciences, for giving
not orily their time and energy
but also their bodies to "Stop
Seabrook." We owe the people
of Seabrook who voted against
the nuke our support. We owe it
to future generations .who will
suffer the gross effects of radiation to- do something now. And
yes, we owe it to cnirselves to
struggle to preserve the environment, the ecosystems and - the
will of the people. It appears as
though The New Hampshire realizes this.
I hope the 10, 000 students of
this campus will likewise soon
become aware, for the nuke is an
issue which effects us all. We
cannot afford to sit back and
hope Public Servic Company will
go away. The anti-ntJke movement is strong and we will grow
stronger for, the people united
will never be defeated.

about our leaving several times -envelope containing my course
in September and December.)
schedule and a blue card indicatBetween December and June, ing that my bill had been paid~ I
she zeroed in on that minute then exchanged that card for an
technicality and stated tnat "if ID validation sticker, and, after
they were smart enough to be dealing with some trivia such as
college graduates, they ought to religious preference and and the
be smart enough to read their Caboodle, went home, Except
lease." .
for the inconvenience of
standing in line for two hours, it
In my estimation, it was a was, undoubtedly, a very
perfect rip-off. I was cheated, smooth procedure.
and so were at least six other
But why did allundergraduates
students that graduated. Be
careful, and if you have any have to go to the field house?
guestions, talk to John Sakowski My schedule, with my mailing
of the Alumni Association or address printed on it, was
John Bartlett, University at- handed to me in an envelope and
torney. ' with the blue card. The same g_irl
Yvonne LaRocca '76
Marblehead, Ma.

who handed - me the envelope
could have easily slapped a
stamp on it and the US Mail servide could have brought it to my
home -- as in years past. Since I
needed to make no alterations, I
shouldn't have gone to the field
house at all. But for the price of
a stamp I was made to drive to
Durham, wait in line for two
hours, and- drive back honie. Apparently, the Uiii.versity thinks
that a round trip from Dover
plus two additional hours of my
time is less valuable than a 13
cent stam~ -

...Encore
To the editor:
Starting school down at the
field house is analogous to the
man who left his house to drive
his car. He got in through the
back <foor and climbed over the
front seat to the usual driver's
position! _Need I say more?

Robert E. Gray
Dover

Neil F. Inglis
3 Northway Circle# 9
Dover

More nuke
To the editor:
Enough is enough.
I've seen enough anti-nuke

s·ELL IT IN THE

stuff in the papers, on T.V., and
on the traffic signs. But in the
new Student Handbook?
Oh,
come off it!
Sure everyone is entitled to
their opinions, and that's okay.
But just. why must the Student
Handbook, of all publications,
have four pages about the
Seabrook plant protest, including
a full-page statement by those
arrested? That-stuff is okay in

Deborah Small - Catalyst or The New Hampshire.
Dover But this time the Student .Press
has gone too far.
If the "Clamshell Alliance"
wants to publish stuff, great. But
how did they manage to get. on
the staff of our Student
To the Editor:
This is a warning to all of you Handbook? (Check the credits on
that are living in or interested in the back cover).
Really, now.
living in the Coops on Dennison
Road in Durham. I lived in the
I guess we're just lucky that
Coops for three y~s redecora- the University has given us
ting, cleaning, and scrubbing "Caboodles". It will be much
every time I moved into another more useful, ·e specially after
apartment. I ' had an <;>ccasional
party, but. never an~'thinf. unruly everyone has used the
or exceptmnally loud. ·always "handbook" to its capacity in a
had to find sublettors during the week or so.
summers; the landlord never did.
Stephen Kyle
I did., manage to get plenty or
West Nottingham
hot -water, but little heat. Repairs came slowly and only after
repeated requests.
When two of us left in December for student-teaching, we To the editor:
found sublettors, again on our
I was surprised to read on the
own. The landlord refused to front page of the Sept 8 edition
return our damage deposits until of Foster's Daily Democrat,
the lease ended in June, even "James Wolf, associate registrar
though she demanded. additional at the University of New Hampdeposits from the new tenants. shire, said registration _procedIn June, when we asked for our ures Monday and Tuesday went
damage deposits back - ($50 smoothly."
each), she simply refused. We
The Man says the procedures
pressed for an explanation, and went smoothly. Well, maybe he's
all she said was that we had not right. In my own case, I was adgiven her written notice of our mitted to the field house a mere
leaving in December (even two hours after arriving at the
though we found our own scheduled time. I presented my
tenants and had spoken to her IP, and was promptly given an

The Coops

Registration...

Reach
over
10,500
people
Deadlines:
•
Wed at noon - Friday issue
•
Fri at 4p01-- Tuesday issue
862-1490
RooDl 154 - MUB
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TIN PALACE BREAKFAST
daily 7-11 AM

Special Student Rates

Sunday 7AM-1 PM i

open 10-5 Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday
10-8 Thursday, Friday

MOPEDS

868-7363

34 Maio Street• Durham, NH 03824 • 868-7363

above Comm unity Mark et

Redhen Products
walk in service when available

Barbara C.a rr, owner
Mich~He Clark, nianage:r
Shift, 1s what you don't have to do on our gas saving
Cimatti Motorized Bike. Powered by a 2 cycle,
single cylinder Minarelli engine and weighing only
96 pounds, the Cimatti gets an a·mazing 125-150 mpg.
Its low price puts it within reach of young and old alike.

VISITATION
continued from page 1
.for the experiment covering such
areas as secUTity, staffing, house
council responsibilities, students'
rights and privacy, and the contribution to educational development.
The proposal was approved by
Director of Residential Life
David Bianco and then sent to
Richard Stevens for approval.
Stevens conferred with the
chairman of the Board of Trustees, the Chancellor, the Executive Council of the University
Senate, and the President of the
University. Stevens approved the
experimental policy.
"President Mills gave an informal agreement to Stevens about
the proposal," said Millen.
The following day after Stevens approved the policy the
Manchester Union Le-ader wrote
an article on the approved
24-hour visitation experiment at
UNH.

That weekend a Board of
Trustees meeting was held in
Keene. The agenda for the
meeting did not include the
24-hour visitation policy. However, certain individuals voiced
their criticci.l concern of that
type of policy at UNH.
"Stevens was present at the
meeting and said nothing in
defense of the policy," said
Millen.
.
"I'm not saying Stevens was
-the sole person who could have
defended the experiment but at
that point he had approved it,"
xi.id Millen.
~'It's not healthy that the Vice

So act now, and get shiftless I

DICK PENTA'S
AUTO WORLD
160 SO. Main St.
"at the foot of Rochester Hill"
I

24-hour

CALL TODAy 332-0506
!Vew Hampshire's No. 1 Moped Dealer
----~-------.....;;;;;;;~::::::::::::::::::~========:::11

"VISITATION, page 17

r--------------------------------1
.

THE BOOK LOFT

,/

TURN BOOKS

upstairs at town and campus

HARDCOVERS
PAPERBACKS . -

I

INTO CASH

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
ART PRINTS
ISHER PRICE TOYS
1977

C~~LENDARS

64 Main Street · Durham
868-9661
Monday - Saturday 9-6

AT -THE UNH BOOKSTORE.
WED THURS FRI
~

8AM-4PM
SEPT 22, 23, 24,

~----~--------------------------~
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More Women staff needed
WOMEN

women and their car_eers would
like to see happening here are
~ontinued from page 1
more hiring- of women faculty
leges. Tidball found th~ most and better opportunities fOr
striking factor for this difference secretaries and other operating
lies in the ratio of women facul- staff personnel to advance.
tv to women students.
The ratio of women faculty to
According to Durel, more
women students at UNH is 1:92: workshops need to be initiated
For men the ratio is 1:12.
, for areas such as management,
"Role models are important," consciousness-raising and career
said Evans. ''Women need to planning.
understand from other w~men,.. ''We also need more gynecolo~nd from the college experience gical services at Hood House,"
JUst what they need to do to said Evans. Women are someprepare for the rest_ of their li~es. times kept waiting for a month
A _lot of women will not achieve to see the doctor, according to
because _they ca~~ot see them• the Commission's reRQrt.
se!ves rn ~~ad1tionally. male- "" Another major problem area
onented pos1tions," she said.
.. . .
Some of the important forwomenatUNH1sthegraduchange~ tnat Evans, Durel and ·· ate program. "Finances are an
others who are interested in important consideration when

Riitg Day

deciding whether or not to go to
graduate school," said Durel.
"The total number of women
working as Junior Staff members
(graduate assista!1ts) is only 24.6
per cent. There is an urgent need
to recruit more women to participate in this program," she said.

New at Town and Campus

The report said the number of
women Junior Staff members
has decreased over the last five
years although the number
enrolled in UNH's graduate program has remained stable.
Some of the other recommendations of the Commission are a
resource center for women to
replace the "poorly furnished
understaffed, abominable septic
system and poorly lighted
·women's Center on Incinerator
Road/'

Special Orders Filled

Kodak
Darkroom Supplies
Very Competitive Prices

looking for a place
for an afternoon bike ride

Wed, Thurs,

try Rose Lawn Farm .
Perkins Rd. M-a dbury

Sept 22, 23
MUB Lobby

$3.00 Deposit Required

App·les

Cider

Pumpkins

BOOK LOFT

Vegetables

has

Open 10-6 Daily except Mon.

1977 Calendars

Follow -signs off Madbury Rd.
just past Rte. 4

for sale
Chevy Impala Station Wagon
1967, under 70.lOO<f miles. Ask·
ing $450. Call, 8b8·5278. 10/1
Castro Hide-A-Bed Sofa; Double,
$50. 868-5731. 9/17
For the "Classy" Backgammon
player: carefully handcrafted, fi-.
nished, wood.en boards for sale,
Few left, so hurry. Contact Debra Barker, 40 Young Drive.10/5
2 Radial Tires-Excellent Condi- ·
tion-l65SR13-S25 each-Call Brian
862-2486. 9117
For Sale: 1969 Mustang. Rebuilt engine-. Gets you where
you want to go, Contact Joel.
Hubbard 208 - 868-9817 or
2-1576. 9/17

TO READ AS FOLLOWS:~----- ·---.--- -·---__,_......__ _ __....._ __

.

·-------------

-L ---~· ---- ------ -- -· -

l'~l~ST

EA6H

MUST Bl!: PREPAID

INSERTION: $.25

DURHAM NH

Dlcil 161·22IO -

Fol'-- Sale: Ampex Stereo ieciever-cassette deck combination
and speakers, 3 yrS. old, $125,00,
Call Mark 86~608, 20 O.D.
Minidorm~ 9 [24
1967 Ford Fairlane-2 Dr
-Auto -Power Steering-New Bod y W o r k & L e a f Springs·
·-$350.00, Call 868-2595 after 5
P.m.1011
·

.

Maximim number of runs: 6.

lost & found
LOST-EYEGLASSES JUge brown,
plastic, roundish frames. Lost near
Morrill Hall Wed. aftemoon (Sept. 8).
If found, please . contact Janet, tel.
749-4533. 9/21 .

Refrigerator: Compact
20x20x20; in excellent condition._ $65j_ Call Margaret Gil·
lespie is68·5106. 9117

If _you need your term pape{ typed,
call 926-29~>7;, 10/1
.

Driver Wanted to drive my car to the
Midwest on or about Sept. 30. Must
be responsible and have adequate
references. Cal 431-5947. 9/28

·For sale: 2 studded snowtires.
165 R's 14" Metzler $50.00. Skt
rack for MG B $10.00~ Call
862-2064 days, 431-6576 evenings. 9/24

help wanted
For Sale: 1971 Plymouth wagon,
$500 or best offer. Call 8687166., IO/a

LAND ROVER 1973 Series III
Model 88, 56,000 miles. Excellent condition, engine rebuilt at
50,00.0 mi,, new tires, new
brakes, new exhaust syst.
- $3,700. Call (617)356-3375 after
6 p.m. 9/24
~- For Sale: 1970 V'W' Camper
Bus, factory rebuilt engine, gas
heater, pap top, completely set
up for camping-stove, sink, r~fa.
tent. Must sell. $2195,00. Call
Tim at \74:U523 •. 9/21

roommates

INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words extra.

CQNSE~UTlVE

p~~RfltACY

For Sale: Used rental uniform~
all sizes and colors. Shirts $1.00,
pants, $L50~ Call 868-7156. 19/5

pre-paid class ad form

PLEASE PRINT

CARE

classified ads

Say Hello to your new
friend in the personals

--- ---······--'---.-,.-

~

Uaic .51·53 M11n St .

Need 1 female roommate for house
in Kittery, ME. own bedroom, completely furnished. Private beach. 20
min, to schooL Preferably upper
classman. $100/mo. 1-207-439-2812

dwellings

HeJp Wanted: Three men to load
U·Haul truck on Sept. 30. Will pay
$15 each. 431-5947. 9/28

personals
Do vou know someone who owns a
'61 Bui; with a bumper sticker "Have
teepe_e_, need squaw." Have him contact Matt Kight, 309. Huddleston., or
Call 2-2299 concerning glasses losi in
back seat on Sept. 10.
LARS: Promised your Dad on USCG
ship Bibb in New Bedford, Ma. to
look you up. I lost your phone number. Cilll me at 86~9 Smith Hall Sue. 9/17
·
To my orange Porche lady • Clay tennis courts are super - let's do it aeain
soon.VROOM!!
I

t4ink i

have the same sparkle as

}'Our cuz. Candygram. 9 /1 '1

Photographers-Start thinking about
photo contest & show coming Oct.
26 Sponsored by MUSO. 10/1
-

and..

Telephone numbe1s and dates count as one word; hyphenated words count as t.wo.
Mistak~s

on our part merit one additional run.
Amt. encl.:

Make check~ payable to:

1'0 RUN

The New Hampshire, Rm.

TIMES.

1~1~Memorial Uni~n.

Rooms: Phi Mu Delta is now accepting boarders for Fall Semester. Comfortable Rooms at Reasona~le Rates, Call 862-1298.
9/24
Wanted: Large unfurnished
room for artist's studio, Must
have heat1 food lighting & ,\Vater
(Preferao y Bathroom) Cill
868-5806. 9/17

Commuting from Portland, Maine
MWF. Looking for someone to share
driving & expenses. David Finkelbor
772-5554 (Portland) or 2-1888
(Sociology Dept.) 10/1
Ride needed from route 4-just before
Newicks to UN}I every MondayWednesday-Friday for 8:00 a.m.
class. Will help pay for gas. Please
contact M~a 742-2879 evenings.9/17
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F atnous Brand N anies
·At Discount Prices

At 8:55 -Fri & Sat 8:30
Goldie Hawn - George Segal
DUTCHESS & DIRTWATER Fox ·

FALL RUSH

N.H 's largest shoe store

'S
RED

for all upperclass and
transfer women. Sign-ups
and information, Sunday
Sept 26, Strafford Room,
MUB at 7:00 PM'
Registration fee $2.00

_F AMOUS
SHOE BARN

OPEN ·. Mon-Fri 9:30 to 9:00
Sat 9:00 to 9:00
. 35 Broadway
Dover

Questions?

Gill Bobbie Hantz,
2-1945

WHY PAY MORE?

et Your ·Money's Worth '
Billboard No. 1 LP , $3. 99
· $4. 99 for Double Album
Bil/boa.r d No. ~ thru 20 $4.59

$5.26 for Double Album
Most Others
$4. 99 _
Prompt service Of! Special Orders

XANAOISC RECORD & TAPE SHOPPE
108 State St. Portsmouth
436-4420

the shoe

you wearonyourface.

Lloyd fls Shoe Store

••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rt. 16 SomersWorth ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Three miles north of '_,
Somers\North Traffic Circle
.

The Nature Shoe;M
by Glen

Women

Olof Dciughters

i"'

· ·
reg $60
Frye Boots
.
.
our price 3999
.
Sort Carlton Boots .&Shoes·
"Hlk_ing Boots ·
Leqther Sneakers
The Nature Shoe

692-5100

Golo
Sandler
. Pierre Cardin
Charles Jourdan
Pappa gallo

•••••••••••••••••••

·Boutiq,ue Marco
Famolare
"Get There" reg $ 36
our price 12 99

Bank Americard

M.aster Charge

Mon -Fri 9: 30""8
-Sot 9:30-5

Sun 1-4
We're now in our new facility at
360 f3oute 16
Somersworth, New Hampshire 03878 ·
Telephone 603-692-5100
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Showdowii at· Sunrise

By Doug Lavin and Mike Kelly

In the Beginning there was
Young's, and Young's was
Breakfast. an<;! the Breakfast was
_good, because it was the only
breakfast there was. But no one
remains unchallenged for fong.
First came Weeks.with their rival breakfast some years ago,
and now, with the start o{ this
school year, the Tin Palace is going the bacon and eggs route. as
well.
Which is best? Worst? Deserving of becoming the King of
the home-fries and easy over
eggs? We, both of neutral tastes
and more or less discerning palates, have tried to find the answers.
The Tin Paface, as always, is
relaxing and unhurried. Quiet
and mellow, it is the place to

have a lazy breakfast. It is not,
however, the place to see and be
seen that Young's and, to a lesser degree, Weeks are.
A good breakfast featuring
two eggs, good hash browns. the
best toast in town, with plenty
of grape jam, as well as fairly
good coffee, _goes for $1.85,
more expensive than the similiar
specials in Weeks and Young's.
T.P. also offers doughnuts, but
their small variety does not rival
YouQ.g's, nor does it attempt to.
A cheese omelette came both
dry and uncontaminated by
cheese. Taken as a whole, the
meal was quite good, and worth
looking into, especially for
quiet, unrushed mornings with
one or two close friends.
Weeks, Durham's ice cream
king, has served breakfast since
it· arrived in the area but, unlike

The breakfast crowd at Weeks. (Wayne King photo)
Young's, depends more on its
lunch and ice cream treats for its
business Weeks offers a good
selection of traditional breakfast
specials, all at reasonable prices.
One egg, toast, hash browns and

con and eggs are good and the
omelette, while not anything
that Julia Child would swoon
over, was the best we found.
Weeks only real drawback lies in
the hash brown area. The pota-

'R each for your fork, Kid'
coffee goes for seventy cents,
the best bargain in town. Like
both ,the Tin Palace and
Young's, Weeks offers a large
glass of juice for 35 cents. Large
is their word, not ours.
Weeks does give a satisfying
and well prepared breakfast. Ba(above) Tin Palace invites you inside. (Gary Levine photo)

toes are not just underdone;
they are albino.
An- added. plus we found at
Wee ks was the fact that they still
live up to their reputation of hiring the friendliest, if not the
prettiest, waitresses in town.
·Young's, the oldest and most

established breakfast restaurant
has much to offer. Their coffee
is excellent, and their doughriuts
provide the best dunking material around. The specials are g~>0d
and cheap, the waitresses friehdly, and the magazine rack great
for wasting time. The most important reason for eating at
Young's,. however, is the clientelle. Young's is like Hollywood
and Vine; sooner or later, everyone you know shows up there.
After sampling the food at
each of these establishments, we
decided that to call one good
and one bad would be a mistake.
Each pla~e has its strengthi» and
weaknesses, and each fits a
different mood. For our money,
eat at •...•..

fii#"'I.
~

·.·."'

One of Young's happy-go-lucky regulars and

a friend. (Gary Levine photo)

---------------------pre-view---•

This is the week for all of your favorite airplane terror movies (except the.y left
out Airport ). Watch them get high!,

- An all~star cast headed by. Danny Bonaduce (?-) in Munier
Fligbt 502. 9 p.m. on Sand 9.

011

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

SUNDAY, S_EPTEMBER 19

The, Outlaw Josey Wales. Clint Eastwood's most recent movie.
Good action, Clint talks a lot! At. the Franklin. 6:30 and 9.
Tomorrow, too.

First day of a three day run for One Flew elver the Cuclwv 's
Nest. ffy.ou haven't seen it, don•rmiss it this time.
At the Franklin >tit Tuesday, 6:30 and 9.

Boxlng on Channel 7 (what a diversion}. Foreman and Roberto
Duran, but not against each other. 9 p.m.

Oldies in the MUB PUB, wtth RickBean.
Sky Terror, an edited-for-TV version of Skyjacked, with
Charlton Heston (who else}. Channels 5 and 9 at 9 p.m.

Kelly's Heroes.More of Clint Eastwood, and Telly Savalas too.
·ch. 7 ·at 11 :30.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
Kenn~dy-Nixdn

Debates Highlights of the 1960 Presidential
debates. Ch. 11 at 7 p.m.

Walter Matthau stars as Charlie Varrick,a small-time hood
who robs the mob's payroll. Oops! Ch. 4 at 9.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Diana Ross and Alice Cooper
host the annual rock music awards Saturday night from 10
to 11:30. It's on Channel 7
and it should be good.

La

Traviata. Beverly Sills in Verdi 1 s operetta masterpiece. Ch. 11

at 9.
' C,harlton Heston (again} and Karen Black in Airport 1975. This
one is even better than the ·first, and a blow for Stew,irdess
Lib. Ch. 4 at 8 p.m.
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Parsonage
'Gallery:
stealing
your heart "'

George Benson pla_ys

'~asquerading' ~usician

Indian

pain tings,

draw,ing3,

·batik, and jewelry. Much of the
work is from as far back as the
_early eighteenth century. UNH
history professor Marian James
worked in conjunction with
Jenkins to put the show together.
·
Color and detail are the two
most striking aspects of Indian
art, and the samples at the
Parsonage Gallery are no exception, Brilliant oranges, reds, and
yellows combine with deep blues
and greens to produce a vivid
effect, and one will be amazed
to learn that the carefully d~
tailed work is from brushes only.
Lines as fine as these don't often
come from pens.
The jewelry is exquisitely
crafted, with silver ·-I?esh chains

urion J;i;ics and Jay. ,jeukin~ di:scuss Indian

Gallery. (Gary Levine photo)
that are extremely smooth, but
as flexible ,ilS any to be found .
today.
Perhaps the best aspect of the
Parsonage Gallery is that works
on display are also for sale, and
much of the Indian art ~omes at
quite a reasonable price, especially the jewelry.
And Indian art is not the only
art that is on sale. Prints from a
variety of arti~ts are available, as
well as original works by UNH
students and profossors, including Sigmund Abeles, John
Laurent, Richard Greenwood,
Carol Lavoie, and Marilyn Collins.
Jenkins and his wife Mary atso,
do excellent framing work, and

art at the rarsonage

MarY

is quite an accomplished
quilter. -Visitors to the Parsonage
Gallery will find the Jenkins full
of vitality and stimulating conversatio_n on a variety of subjects.
·
You may go in just to look,
but don't be surprised if you
catch yourself wanting to buy
something, or going back again
sometime. Jay and Mary Jenkins
and the Parsonage Gallery sell
themselves to_you without even
trying.

The Parsonage Gall~ry is on your
right just past the P..olice station,
heading towards Newmarket,
and is open Monday thru Saturday, 10-5. Call 868-7330.

. 0 y
Our
·I Want . ut
b I'll settle for your bra~·
•

(a CTI relea.Se) invokes a whole
spectrum of emotions. -lt
You may have heard the top mellows you out, fires you up,
40 song "Masquerade" on the air fills you with awe at the
lately,, and thought to yourself, · virtuosity of these performers.
Thrity-five musicians have
old Stevie's back again. This version of Masquerade, however, is contribued to the album, coma George Ben'son creation, and bining their skills at guitar, keythough it doesn't include board~, bass, percussion, brass;
Masquerade. Benson's new woodwinds, and strings (no
album, flood King Bad, deserves vocals), to 'PUt together this rean audience.
markable work of art. The flawness cohesiveness of their music
George Benson's profession- cannot be denied.
The title cut, ''Theme from
alism has led some to label him
"slick." Slick, yes, but that oft Good King Bad," features David
fatal by~product of slickness, Sanborn, formerly with the
commercialism, may by no Butterfield Blues Band, on alto
sax. Sanborn heads off a siX man
means be applied to Benson.
horn line-up playin~ an arran!!ement that flows behind Benson's
tight guitar work like a rich, full
river, rising up to punch out a
neat little crescendo before
settling ha.c k down again. Blood,
. Sweat and Tears, eat your heart
out.
·
The first cut on side two:'Cast
Your Fate to 't_l.wWlnds/' was
written by Vince Guaraldi 16
years ago. This version of the
song shows us another of Benson's many facets, and f 1utist;
Joe Farrel has quite a go as well.
The song .is essentially divided
into four parts, an ·carrying a
repeated melodic theme. Benson
and Farrel switch leads and
rhythm as drummer Andy Newmark sets a mellifluous beat. Behind these men the violins and
Be.nson's guitar soars and keyboard rise and fall to the
stabs, struts up front and then mellow moods of Benson's
fades back easy, flips around and guitar- urging, soothing, urging amolds into the whole sound of gain.
his backup. Vou can file it' under
In this world of guitarists, few
jazz, or call it "sophistiCated truly stand out. But with this,
rhyMlm and blues" as Benson his latest album, George Benson
himself does. :
·
sets himself head and shoulders
The music on Good King Bad
above the crowd.
By Gary Langer

By Casey Holt
Americana is on the wane inl
Durham right about now. The
Carter Gallery ih Paul Arts is
filled with African art, and the
Parsonage Gallery is following
this lead with Indian art..
"This is the gallery's most
ambitious project to date,"
according to Jay ·Jenkins, the
young owner .of Parsonage Gallery.
The show, which will run
thro_ugh October 7, consists of

th~

•

h

la

d

th

I

p Ie interested m art, music, t eater, P ces, an O er peop e se
_me~( Ca~e ) in room 151 of the MUB at 6:30 Sunday night

*****************************************

WUNH
General Meeting

••••••••••••••••••••••
for any new people

i

Cracker _Barrel Lounge

!

at the Traffic Circle.

*

**
*:*

**

!

in ··any facet of radio

·!

Tuesday, Sept. 21
Sullivan Room - MUB

I-

Bprn

Coming Attract!ons

:

interested

-······················
'

**

***

Sept 17, 18, 19th
Sept ·20

SASS

GYPSY AMBER

***
!* Sept 21 to 26
***
**
.. '
**
*

**

I
*

i

***
:*
·*
**

i

**

:*
***

HOT FLASH I*

:
Super Saturday Buffet
**
i - $4. 95 -- All you_con eat

*:*
**
**
:*
**
!

!*

I*

Student ·l.D. entitles

*
*
you t~ 50' off
:*
*
.
*
· ********************~****************** *
I*
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24-hour
VISITATION
continued from page 12
!Tovost won't stand. up for our
beliefs," added Millen.
"An editorial on the visitation
exper_iment appeared in the Sunday May 16 and Monday May 17
issues of the Ma,ichester Union
Leader. On Tuesday Stevens
called an emergency meeting of
DRAC;" said Millen.
"Stevens told us he had-sent a
press release to the Union
Leader stating he dropped his
.support for 24-hour visitation,"
said Millen. He said Stevens did
not consult with DRAC until
after he released his decision to
the newspaper.
"Stevens told us it was a 'No
Win• issue,•• said Mlllen. "We
knew the odds were against us
when we started but we ~anted
to commµnicate to the state
what we believed."
"Rather than stand up for our
be.liefs we instantly buckled
under to the pressure of the
Union Leader. President Mills
was also directly involved with
pressuring Stevens," said Mille~.
Stevens would give no comment on the issue. Instead, he
referred to his news release of
May 19,1976.
In the news release, Stevens
points out that the proposed
experiment would not have
changed the University's visitation policy, but would have been
an exception to allow a careful
study to _be made.
Stevens said the program
could not have been continued
beyond the next academic year
without a change in policy.
He also said in the news release his decision to withdraw his
recommendation "is the result
of further evaluation of the
proposal and the responses that I
and other members of the University administration have had
from parents, alumni and other
people interested in the University."
Stevens continued, "It is not
in the best interest of the entire
University community to proceed ~ith the experiment next
year."
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,,_,_,_---com1cs
On Calllpus·

by Bob Finegold
HOLD IT/
:t'H 1>REW.

AND AS Youf

1>.."- 1 I. (;ET

11' OF'EVE'~Y
S1l-p,\C" vou!o't'.

'-

DOONESBURY .

by Garry_Trudeau
IUJ./EW YOU MW MR.~

7H~ ISNOUJVE~

[()Rf) IN /Je8ATC NCXT JfElfk,

IN ABOl<Tlav5, NO (!)MRlS-

ATMOSMR!CS. '~OVE.ANO
'aJM/1455/0NNA~ NOT IS5()£6 /Al/TH tUHICJ/ POINTS

5KJN IN f/l/8A/l.fJOES! BUT
7J./8Y AR& SOC/Al l?EAl/T/£5!
7He PR&SIPFNT CAN ONt,Y
BSV&FfT IF YOU ~l?.Sf5T
IN lJNRJCJJStP

I'O GUAR.IJ A6AINST me

ME MA!Jt. '

~

I

-

lfJSITIONG/

YOUZt~

JOIN/NOUS
IN A J,fT71£
5a=T8AU,
WON'T '/OU,
MR. RUMSEY? .;:;

~

/

by Jeff Millar _& Bill
I CAN'T

H~J<

Hind~

~)(Pf.Cl TO BfAT

A.I HE~ .GAMG. I'M A

OUART"El?BACK,?1-l~~A
IQ\IN17 ffO.

collegiate crossword
4

5

6

7

ACROSS

1
8
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
26
27

1~a11kli11
lllEStl~E

29
. 30
32

Fri -_Sat · Sept 17 -18

34
36
39
43
44
46

Clint Eastwood in
"THE OUTLAW
JOSEY WALES"

47

at 6:30 & ·9

Pocket the cue ball
Airline company
Be.forehand bargain
Large shellfish
Snoot!S a gun again
Leaves
Lady sheep
Noisy disturbances
Part of NNP
"God's Little - .
Slender fish
Italian seaport
Prearranged fight
Jazz percussion
instruments
Arabian seaport
Elinor of the Met
Gershwin piece, for
short
~ollege courses
Track team
Self-centered one
Newspaper item. for
short
Makeup of cards
Football's ---Graham
{
Laminated mineral

48
49
50
·
51
55
56
58
60
61
62

Gennan pronoun
tide
Certain lodge
member
Fur coat material
Wire measure
Press Solvent ingredient
Incomplete
Holy places ~
Fitted within one
another
63 Gannent workers

13 Fate
15 Long Island
university
20 Extremely depressed
23 Type of peach
25 Low-pitched
woodwind
27 Grarrmatical
structures
28 Pitcher's statisti c
31 Mr. Whitney
33 Slangy throw
35 Sailed
36 Aaron's specialty
s7 Texas city ·
DOWN
38 Comedian Don 1 Butter, jam, etc. 40 First on the list
(2 wds.)
2 Hair style
3 Sports official
41 Wood or leather
4 " - was saying .• "
worker
5 Infield covering
42 Like some bathing
6 Liz. Taylor role,
suits
45 Whip
for short
7 Red-letter woman . 51 Created
52 Employed
8 Above: Ger.
53 Yearn
9 Siestas
IO -Longshoreman's
54 Type of insurance
union (abbr.}
57 'Ending for
11 Whirlwind
correspond
12 Became a contestant 59 Mr. Conway

ANSWERS, SEE PAGE FIVE
.

~ollegiate

CW76-2

Sun - Mon - Tues__
Sept 19 _-' 20 - 21 -

Jack Nicholson in
'"ONE FLEW OVER
THE CUCKOO'S

NEST
at 6:'30 & 9

VESPER MOPEDS
The Sport Shop
84 South St.
Concord, NH
228-1441

5% discount with college ID's

Earn Extra Money
Students! Earn extra money by
delivering Th~ Boston Globe in
your dorm or apartment building
Contact Howie Warren
Community Market Apt 4

868-7093
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It's UMass, hut watch for UNH, BU, and UConn
As for the Rhode Island Rams, Minutemen this year as conferWith a good corp of receivers
to throw to, including tight end who tied Maine with a 1-4 ence champs. Last season the
Jim Sturgis and- flanker Steve conference mark last year for Minutemen were an excellent
Richards, this could be the year last place in the YC, it looks like team and it appears that this
year they could · be even better
when Geiger distinguishes him- another to~gh year.
self as one of the best quarter- .
At the end of last seasoo, head by the time the season is over.
As a complete reversal from
backs in New England.
coach Jack Gregory retired and
The remaining two teams in for a while it appeared that URI last year, the Wildcats will end
the conference, Main and Rhode was planning to drop football all up in second place this time
Islan~, are both in rebuilding
together, all of which will not around. UNH has perhaps the
best offense in the conference
years under new head coaches help ,the Rams this season.
and don't appear to be any
First year coach Bob Griffin but the defense is untested and
threat to challenge anyone but has 29 returning lettermen to that will be the margin between
themselves for tpe cellar position build his team around, including first and second place.
\
when the season ends.
six offensive and nine defensive
To go out on a limb, let's say
Maine was 4-6 in 1975, after starters from a year ago. The oftyfog 'Massachusetts for the con- fense will be anchored by all BU will finish third with UConn
ference championship the yea! New England tackle Jeff Wil- falling to fourth place this season •
before, and that was. more than li ams and
.halfback . Rich
Then to. round out the predic1i kely the reason for the Remondino, who when he is
tion,
Maine will end up the same
departure of former head coach right can be as good as any runas it did last season, in fifth
Walter Abbott.
ner in the conference.
placet and URI will once again
New coach Jack Bicknell is ofGriffin will have to· find retcam in the confc1~nce thi:, yea.1
rens1vety mmaeo anCl has a good placements at quarterback, full- llulll uuw n Ll1e cellar pos1t1on.
back apood11tor Rich Jc330.my.
Just;I like it was last year, the
In their season's opener; last are the Boston University Ter- veteran backfield to build his-of- back and wide receiver because biggest game of the season in the
Saturday against Toledo, the Mi- riers, following a 1975 season fense around. An all senior back- of graduation loses from last conference will be the match benutemen did not play wefl for th;t was marked with periods of field of quarterback Jack .Cos- year's squad.
tween UMass and UNH on
The defense will be the Rams November 13tb in Amherst.
most of the game but still ma- ex c e 11 enc e as well as grove, ..halfbacks Mark
Degregorio and Rudy Di.Pietro strong point with a good corps of
m1ged to pull out a 28-14 victory. abomination.
Last year UNH won by t]lree,
Without a doubt the Terrier-s and fullback Jim Dumont pro- returning starters but it doesn't
Co ming -off a disappointing
4- 7 season and third place finish will be looking for their defense· vides the Black Bears with their appear that it will help move the 14-11, at home with a definite
~Rams from the bottom of the
asset going to the 15,000 people
in the Yankee Conference, the to guide them this year, with 10 main hope for winning games.
whojammedCowell Stadium and
The big question mark pack again this season.
Connecticut Huskies look to be orll starters from last season
Now its time to break out the cheered the c,-_.ts onto vj.c tory.
much improved this season with . returning this year ·to give the involves the defense, which was
, This year · the score will be a
a more experienced veteran team Terriers one of the best defenses hard hit through graduation last old crystal ball and always reliin the conference. ·
year. The return of former All able ouija board to do the im- little higher, 28-17 in favor of
then the~' had a year ago.
The BU offense is headed by American linebacker Scott Shul- possible task of predicting the the Minutemen, to make perfect
The question is whether or not
the Huskies will be able to con-· q uarterback Gary Geiger, who , man-, who missed all of last year way these six teams will stand -the revenge that has beeri buildcentrate ·on their conference threw for 1200 yards and seven with a knee injury, will definite- when the season ends two ing inside every returning UMass
player since that autumn day
games, with five Division I games . touchdowns last year, and. half- ly help but Maine will need a lot months from riow.
Considering everything it is last November when football
on their schedule including back Roger Strandberg, who more than just Shulman to reach
rushed for 619 yards.
·
the .500 mark this season.
hard to go against the UMass was reborn at UNH.
Navy, Y(\_le, and Rutgers.

A solid offense, which enabled
the Huskies to Win three out of
their last four games last season,
Practically the entire defense will be UConn's strong point this
returns this season to lead the year with Bernie Palmer b_~ck at
Minutemen once again, the same . the quarterback slot and halfdefense that was one of the best backs Rich Hedgepeth and Nick
Giaquinto leading · a strong runin New England last season.
The UMass defensive corp is nfng_ahack.
headed by taekle Dennis Fenton,
In addition almost the entire
all .conference linebacker John offensive line returns intact to
Toner arid all ·. conference de- give the Huskies added power in
_
fensive back Ron Harris and their offensive unit.
Dave Crosdale. Last year the . The Huski e defense is
UMass defense allowed an ave- anchored by massive all conferrage of only 10~2 points per . ence tackle Paul Mariano.
game, while recording two shut- UConn's lfnebacker corp is solid
w it h- p 1 en t y of veterans
outs.
On the offensive side, UMass .f'eturning but the defensive backlost six starters from a year ago, field, appears shakey with the
but most of the backfield is loss of three out of four starters
,
back, Jed by all conference quar- from last year.
Perhaps the most improved
t~rback Brian McNally and hai'f-

YCFOOTBALL
continued from page 20

~

cat.stats
soccer

UNH 2 BU 1
UNH
BU

1
1

1
0

•
scormg

player
g
Black
2
Clutier
2
Davis
1
Teggart
1
Badmington 0
Martel
0
Smith, er.
0

2
1

First half
BU, 25: 04
UNH35:47

Teniers visit UNO
a
1
0
1
0
1
1
1

t
3
2

a

1
l
l
1

Busco (Pieger)
Davis (unassisted)

Second half
UNH33:51
Saves
UNH
BU

Clutier (Davis)

Riedell - 5
couch - 3

Roum~lotts

URI 446 UNH 514
- 11
Guy. Rittman (RI)
Scott Marshall (RI)
Steve Napoli (RI)
Jeff Herzog (R ~)
Steve Herzog (RI)
Bruce Carson (RI)
Paul Lowzan (UNH)
Steve Bonas (RI)
· Paul Davis (UNH)
Doug Haunsell (UNH}
Tom Glas (UNH}
Paul Grillo (UNH)
Jeff Malone (UNH)
Bob. Buckley (UNH}

UNH 5 URI 4

71
74
74
75
76
76
76
82
83
85
88
89

UNH FOOTBALL
continued from page 20
The big question mark in the
Terrier's offense is the line,
which is returning only one starter, center Joe Castronova.
"We led the. Yankee Conference in total offense last year,"
Kemp said. "So we expect to run
the football. "We're planning no
surprises. We'll come out running the football."
The defense is. the Terrier
strongpoint. The only "roOk)e''
in the 4-3 defensive set is at one
tackle positioQ which is being
fought for by sophomores Mike
DeGenova and Dave Kroha.
The stalwart in ,...the Terrier
line-up is (6'6", 250 lb.) defensive end Dave Lindstrom, ~ potential pro prospect. Kemp refers to Lindstrom as the "out-

93
100

Jeff Aarts {NH} over Mark Brawnstein (RI} - 6-2, 6-3
Andy Harrison (NH) over Al Lancelloth (RI) - 6-4, 6-3
-Mark Weber (NH} over Rich Ganon (RI).;..... 6-2, 1-6, 6-4
Kerry Featon (RI} over Jeff Lynch (NH} --- forfeit
Rick McKinny (RI) over Sam Richards (NH) - 7-4, 7-6
nip Morse (RI) over Jim Cobban (NH) - 6-2, 6-4
doubles
Jeff Aarts ~f'!d Mark Weber _{NH) over Mark Brawnstein and Rich Ganon (RI) - 6-2, 6-4
A~dy Harris1on and Sam Richards (NH} over Al Lanr.ellnth and Kerry Fenton (RI) -- 6-4 7.5
Trip Mores and Mitchell Schepps (RI) ov.::ir Tom Wilkinsnn and Dan Wheeler (NH) -- 6-2, G-1

football
UNH
23

Team Statistics
First downs
' Yards rushing
Yards passing
Total offense
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Interceptions
Fumbles/lost
Penalties jyards

Passing
player
Allen

att/ccim
i 4/7

Rushing
Burnham
Loe hie
Buckley
Allen

338

77
415
14
7

1

6/3
6/67 .

int
1

no.

33
15
9
9

yds,
77

%
O 50.0

TD

avg. TD
5.2
2
4.1_ Q
7.2
0
33 3.7 · 0

yds.
170
70
65

OPP

11
155
96
251
24

8

.1

5/1
7/96

Receiving
player
Pope
Di Pietro
Jarry
Destefano
Wharff
Burnham
Punting
player
seero

no.
2
1
1
1

yds.
26

f11~

1

4

1

3

with Bill Dedrick starting at

.....

Punt returns
player
Cappadona
McDonnell

no.
5
no,
1
1

standing defensive end in New
England. "
The linebacki ng crew is anchored by 'J'ony Dankert and the
defensive backfield features
Jerome Easton and Bruce Rich.
· 'Like Holy Cross coach Nejl
Wheelwright, Kemp expressed
admiration for the · UNH duo of
Bill Burnham and Jeff A1len.
- "Burnham's an outstanding
foot ball player and Allen has
proven that he can win football
games," said Kemp. '"We obvioUsly have to stop UNH's tailback, be it Burnham or Dave
Loehle."
.
Loehle picked up 70 yards
against Holy Cross while spelling
Burnham. BU's practice has been
· void of contact since last Thurs-aay, and Kemp expressed con· cern for his club's conditioning.
"We haven't had any real hot ·
weather to round us into shape
except for the last two days.
Meanwhile UNH has had two
chances_against Holy Cros.s and
AIC. But generalfy we're in pretty good shape." :
UNH coach Bowes, as well,
plans no surprises.
"We 're going to stay:.... with
what we did last week," Bowes
said. "We'll have a few minor
changes, though, in personnel.,,
Linebacker Charlie McMahon
sustained torn ligaments in his!
foot and his return i's indefinite.
His spot at right linebacker will
be filled by Dave Kahn, With
Kahn's position taken by sophomore Rod Langway.
Also, Ray DiPietro will start at '
wide receiver iQ:i place of Lee
Pope who is suffering from
shoulder miseries. Gary Destefano will start at tight end,

avg.
37.8
yds. avg.
10
0

B. U.'s Greg Geiger

right defensive end.
"We're in a tough situation,"
Bowes concluded. "BU has had
the opportunity to look at us
last week in Holy Cro$S, but we
haven't been able to look at
them yet as this is their opening
game. We can only guess as to
what they'll do, and play our
own game." ·
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Berton to
be new
ski coach
By Gerry Miles
Paul Berton was named Coach
of the UNH men's ski team last
Monday.
Berton is . replacing Rex Bell
who .coached the. men last year
and went on to be named Coach
of the Year.
• Bell left UNH to start a ski
jumping school in Lake Placid
according to Mens' Athletic
Director Andrew Mooradian.
Asked how many candidates
applied for the job Mooradian
replied, "we had twenty."
Was Bell one of them?
"Yes, Bell was a cand_idate and
was the first one we thought
about beeause of what he did for
the University," Mooradian said.
Berton is a graduate of Plymouth State College where he
earned a . Bachelor of Science
Degree in Physical Education.
He captained the ski team and
has coached junior ski racers at
ski areas in Bristol while earning
a Class A rating.
Berton could not be reached
for comment last night at press
time.

-
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Bobby Riggs visiting
UNH for ski team

By .Mike Minigan
The UNH Ski Team will
sponsor a skiing and tennis
. exhibition featuring tennis showman Bobby Riggs next Tuesday
on the UNH campus.
'The exhibition will serve as
promotion for the upcoming
Almaden Grand Masters - Vintage '76 Tennis Tournament
scheduled for October 8,9,10 in
North Conway; NewHanfpshire.
· One fourth of the ticket price
for the Grand Masters TournaT)le line on tomonow's game,-according to Jeff Sagarin, is UNH
ment from spectators from the
by 61h over Bosto~ University.
Durham area will be returned to
' the UNH Ski Team for funoing
for their upcoming season.
This week, • the UNH team,
Any student with a validated ID will be admitted to tommorow's
headed by its President Tom
football game through the gate by the railroad tracks.
cnase l:>egan semng tickets ror
Student athletic tickets will be in on September 27 and .can be
the Grand Masters event thoughpicked up in room 108 in the Field House. Any student who hasn't
o u t the seacoast region. The
purchased a ticket and would like to, may still do so at the ticket
event
will feature tennis stars
office in the Field House. Th~ price is $20.
over the age of 40, including
Pancho Gonza1es and Vic Seixas.
Riggs will cu.w-rive in Durham at
WUNH will broadcast tommorow's game against BU beginning · - mid-afternoon and present an
at 1: 25 p.m.
_
The radio station has received an educational grant from
Davidson Rubber Co. of Dover, New Hampshire to cover all costs
in broadcasting the UNH footbafI games, both home and away.
There's only · one other · Yankee Conference game tomonow.
Massachusetts is traveling up to Maine. Both teams are coming off a
Victory last week. The Minutemen downed Toledo, 28-14," and the
Bears routed St. Mary's 49-14.
In other games, Connecticut is hosting Navy. Last year the
Middies destroyed UConn 55-7 in Annnapolis as Navy's third string
made it into the game in the second period.
.
Rhode Island is hosting Northeastern for their season opener.
The Huskies have a game behind them as they fell to C.W. Post on
two safeties.

·-UNH by 6112

Student athletic tickets

WUNH

exiii'Lition of rollerskling against
"members Of tile ski tPit 'll.
Riggs will also present a tennis
exhibition, possibly with UNH
D i re ct or o f Women's Intercollegiate
Athletics, Gail
Bigglestone, on the tennis courts
by Congrieve Hall.
A press confere nee will fo Haw
at 4: 30 in the MUB. Riggs' tour
will be completed with a short
tour of the Durham town area.
Proceeds ·from the Grand Masters event will hopefully
augment the $15,000 allotment
from UNH for the ·ski team.
According to a ski team release, Chase fee ls another
"$5,000 is needed to provi~e
scholarships and allow skiers to
uavel tu

~iatfuu.al

events."

''The status of our ski te'!m is
still some.what shaky and we
need the support of the public,"
Chase added. "A g_ood way for ,
the people to show their support
is to buy' their tickets from ski
. team members."

,....

GOifers
trounced
by URI
Missing three lettermen, the
UNH golfers took a 514-446
drubbing at the hands of URI
Tuesday, at Point Judith Coun,.
· try Club in Point Judith, Rhode
Island.
Phil Pleat, Bob Schmeck, and
Steve Bernard, three of UNH's
top golfers were not with the
team~

- The Rams• Guy Rittman was
low · scorer with 71 as six
members of the seven man team
broke 80.
Paul Kowzan led the Wildcats
with low score of 76. Paul Davis
was next low man with 83.
They were followed by Doug
Hounsell at 85, Tom Glas at 88,
Paul Grillo 89, Jeff Malone 93, UNH's Mark Wever (left) and Jeff Aarts (right) practice their forehand Wednesday afternoon. Both players won their singles match against
and Bob Buckley at 100.
URI and then teamed up to win their doubles match. (Dennis Giguere photo)
The Wildcats' match against
Maine, scheduled for yesterday,
The U.N.H.' Women's Ice
was cancelled as Maine could not
Hockey Club needs a cQach
enter a team.
·UNH's next match will MonPosition is not salaried
The match against URI was with Harrison. Aarts and Weber
By Lee Hunsaker
day as they compete in the Yantougher
than tnaiiy had antici- made up the number one douCall
868-5897
for
further
info
kee Conference Championshops
pated.
The
score after single bles pairing and Tom Wilkinson
The Wildcat tennis team capat Stowe, Massachusetts.
tured its first victory_of the sea., 1matches were over was tied at 3 - and D.G.: Wheeler comprised the
slot. ~
son last Tuesday over URI in an 3. This was due in part to number three
· }iarrison and Richards
exciting 5 - 4 contest but did so Lynch injury and a strong low- were the first to finish just
er seed of players on the URI
at great expense. :
squeaking by Lancelloth and
Jeff Lynch, the number four squad.
Fenter 6 - 4 and 7 - f>. ·
Jeff
Aarts
breezed
easily
seed, was forced to forfeit his
A strong ·number thre.e doumatch just after the opening vol- through ·his match against Mark bles team from URI grabbed a ·
Brawstein
6
2
and
6
3
displayley because of a pulled muscle in
ing a powerful forehand and win over Wilkingson and Wheeler
• said, "We couldn't run a junior his back. :
By Andy Schacliat
2 - 6, 1 - 6 setting the stage for
varsity program properly." '
"It isn't anything new," he heads up play. ·'
Aarts
and Weber.to win it all by
Andy Harrison, in the number
The coach cited the· increased said. "I've done it several times
The men's junior varsity .
taking their match over· Brawtwo
slot,
recorded
the
second
basketball team is no more. In a use of Lundholm Gym by other before in high school. I just
stein and Gonan 6 - 2 and Q::: i·
''They played in the clutch,
move made recently by the UNH groups such as the Thomson made a sudden movement and straight Wildcat point in defeating
Al
Lancelloth
6
4
and
6
3.
-said head coach Dwight Peters,
athletic department, the team School team, and the women's pulled it." '
Sophomore Mark Weber, nor- "all of them did." This w:as the
The injury luckily is a small
was dropped from the 1~76-77 ·varsity and junior varsity team,
mally Taylor's doubles partner, · 'first time that any of the
as a reason for there not being one. '
intercollegiate program. :
"lt,s bad enough so I can't continued the sweep by dispo~ .doubles teams had played togeHead basketball coach Geny enough time and space for a
Friel and athletic director men's j.v.team. The team had 5 play but his isn't all that b~d. I ' ing of Rich Go nan to make it 3 - f ther.
0 for UNH.
should be back next ·week." ·
"I'm very excited and pleased
Andrew Mooradian cited -various games scheduled this year. :
The decision is not a long term
The other "casualties" conThen trouble hit. First .came '. over the win," continued Peters.
reasons for the team being
cern Scott Taylor, one half of Lynch's forfeit; the.n Sam "But I know we can play better.
one.
dropped. ·
"We will wait until the UNH's ECAC champion doubles Richards dropped a close on to . Once we get going, we should do
"The school calendar is not
conducive to having a j. v. 'team 1977-78 school calendar is re· team and Mark Noyes. Both Rick McKiney 4 - 6 and 6 - 7. : really well."
The Wildcats next match was .
because of the school being leased," Mooradian said, "And if have. class conflicts which forced Jim Cobban was then upended ·
closed during January," we can fit the team into it we them out of playing in Tuesday's by Trip Morse 2 - 6 and 4 - 6 to scheduled for Saturqay, at
match. :
Mooradian said, ''We couldn't will."
'. bring the match back to even. Maine. But that has been postTo compensate this year,
Taylor is working on his The doubles were to decide the poned until next Tuesday.
keep those players on campus
during that time because of Mooradian said he is hoping the schedule and hopefully will have ·match. :
''They called us and asked if it
varsity will maintain a larger matters worked out by week's
Because of Lynch's injury . was OK," Peters added. "I just
costs." '
"The disadvantages out- squad and Friel will hold a I end. Information on Noyes' case Richards Wat,LtnQ.!~c:l.. µ_JL_fm.m.· hope it doesn't mess up our
number three doubles to play players."
weighed the advantages," Friel - generaHryout ·fo~·-the varsity~ ···· -~ . ~---w~ ·not· available. ·- ~ - .

N etmen record first

•

Will

JV basketball
is eliminated

1
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UNH downs BU
on Clutier's goal
By Dan Herlihy '
Freshman forward Mike Cluti- '
er took a pass form haifback
Scott Davis and converted it into
the · winnirig goal, to lead the
Wildcat soccer team to a 2-1
come from behind victory ov~r
Boston Uni'versity last Wednes·
day night in Boston, Mass.
The vistory 'Was UNH's second
in a row during the regular sea- ·
son and first Yankee Conference
win under new head coach Art
Young.
:
The Terriers scored the first
tally of the contest, when Ralph
·Busco beat UNH goalie Bruce;
Reidell after taking the lead pass.
from Mike Peiger at 25:04 of the
first half.
.
Davis then enabled the Cats to
go into halftime tied with the
Terriers, when he soored an unassisted goal ten .minutes later.
In the second half, Reidell,
who made fiN"e saves in the game,
wa8injured when he coUied ·with
a BU player and did damage to
his right foot. Freshman Bill
Couch was. sent in _to replace

·Reidell and played the
remainder of the game, making.
three saves.
Then with about twel~ve minutes left in the game, Clutier
won the game for the Cats with
a shot that got past BU goallie
Angelo Itoumelott.s.
Clutier has now scored in both
pf the Cats regular season bictories this season and UNH's l-1 tie
with West Germany last
Monday.
"We had some problems trying
to get used to the astroturf and
playing at night," said Young after the game "but eventually we
were able to settle down and
played a pretty good game,"
''Halfbacks

Scott

Davis and

Ken Pasqual both played
extremely well and Couch did an
excellent job filling in for
Reidell."
The injury to Reidell is not vecy serious and he is expected to
be ready for the Wildcats next ·
game against Keene State this
Wednesday in Keene. N.H.
Boston University's Greg Geiger cocks his arm for a pass in last year's 21-20 UNH win. (Charlie Bevis
photo)

BU tests Cats ••m YC opener

UNH's Craig Smith is beaten to the ball by a West German
defender. (Gary Levine photo)
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UMass looms as
the YC favorite
By Dan Herlihy
With the fifst week of the
1976 New England college football season already history, competition now begins among Yankee Conference teams this weekend, as the race begins once
a~ain for the coveted Beanpot
Two clashes are on slate to O·
pen things up in the YC tomorrow, with the Boston University
Terriers traveling t'o Durham to
take on UNH, while the Maine
Black Bears host Massachusetts
up ill Orono, l\1aine.
The remaining two conference
teams, Connecticut and Rhode
Island don't begin YC ·action for
two more weeks. UConn will
meet Division I foe Navy tomorrow, and URI will open its season against Northeastern.
Unlike past years, when one or
two YC teams have stood out as
superior to the rest of the conference, it appears that the race
will be quite a bit more equal
this season. ~s it stands now,
any one of four different teams
posess the strength . needed to
bring home tbe Beanpot come

November.
Even though the UN~ Wildcats are the defending conference champions, having gone
through the 1975 season undefeated in YC play, they are
not necessari-ly the team to beat
in 1976.
In fact in some of the professional circles, UNH is picked as
low as third, although no one
will dare say that without following it up with a "they did it
last year and could very will do
it again this. year" statement.
The word circulating around is
that al ways -powerful Massachusetts enters the season as the
favorite to win the conference
championship, the same way t!J.e
Minutemen did at the beginning
of last season.
The Minutemen finished the
season last year with an 8-2 reco:r:d, winning their first eight
games in a row before losing to
UNH, for the YC champ.lonship,
and Boston. College to Close out
the season.

YC FOOTBALL, page 18

By Mike Minigan
BU vs. UNH.
Two quality fo,otball teams
and two contenders for the Yankee Conference title.
Paul Kemp and Bill Bowes,
Two winning football coaches.
It's not unusual that their dutlo o k on tomorrow's game · at
Cowell Stadium be ~milar. '
"It's a big one", was the opinion of 'both coaches referring to
the Yankee Conference opener.
"Since we only play five Conference games, every one is a big
one," Kemp added. :
But likewise, both crutche&e-added that this game takes on no
singular importance.
"It's our first Yankee Conference game/' Bowes said. '"Everyone is pointing towards us since
we~e the ·defending champs. So

to us it's not ·any more important than any other game."
BU comes into the -game with
a veteran team of twenty one returning lettermen from last
year's 5 -6 entry. The defense
boasts ten returning starters, and
Kemp refers to his team as
"Much, much better than last
year." :
The Terriers feature the veer
offense (which is also in the
UNH repertoire), and is dir~ted
by Greg Geiger, considered by
many as the best quarterback in
New England this year. Kemp
considers G~iger an accurate
passer, (he threw for over 1200
yards last year), but is looking
"for a little more consistency"
from the junior signal_ caller. :
Gieger (!9mpleted 70 of 181
passes with seven for touch·

downs last year. However, he also threw fifteen interceptions,
incJuding two is last years game
against UNH.
The 1I'enier backfield consists
of Dave Cummings and Roger
Strandberg who was the leading
ground gainer last year with 619
yards. But, both have sustained
minor injuries and are doubtful
starters. ·
If Cummings and Strandberg
aren't fit, Kemp will choose his
ba~kfield from two transfers and
two freshmen. That choice will
come "at the last minute,"
Geiger's favorite receiver is
tight end Jim 'Sturgis, who
caught 26 passes last year, with
Tom Hailey the split end and
Steve Richards at flanker.

UNH FOqTBALL, page 18

-morning lineEd

Dan
Herlihy

McGrath

Andy
Scliachat

MH<e
Minigan

Matt
Vita

Boston University
at New Hampshire

NHby6

NHby7

NH b-y 4

NHby6

NHby3

Navy at
at Connecticut

Navy by 14

Navy 'by 10

Navy by-15

Navy by 21

Navy by 6.

Massachusetts
at Maine

Mass by 17

Mass by 14

Me by 1

Mass by14

Mass by 14

Northeastern '
at Rhode Island

Rf by 1

Rf by 3

RI~lO

RI by 4 -

RI by 10

Yd.le
at Brown

Yale by 7

Br by 3

Br by 3

Br by 14

Br by J4 .

Columbia
at Harvard

Harv by 21

Harv by 17

Harv by 12

Harv by 14

Harv by 6

Princeton
at Cornell

C'!m by .'I

Prin by 4

Prin by 7

Prin by 7

Com by 7

Pennsylvania
at Dartmouth

Dart l>y 12

Dart by 6

Dart by 6

Dart by 4

Dart by 10

Anny by 10

Army bl 6

Anny by 15

Army by 17

Army by 6

3-3

4-2

~

-

-

.
Holy Cross
at Army

Last week's record

2-4

4-2

